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(ABSTRACT)

The issue of protecting a fiber communication system is of considerable
concern mainly because of the fiber's capability of carrying a large amount of traffic.
In this study, we are concerned with the role of topology in relation to the

survivability and network cost. Studying three simple network topologies, the ring,
hub and mesh topologies, the ring topology is found to have many advantages for

high capacity communication systems. Combinations of the simple network

topologies may be used to combine the advantages of each topology. A toroidal grid

topology, which combines advantages of ring and mesh topologies, is described and

evaluated. Analytic results shows that the toroidal grid achieves survivability with
lower incremental costs compared to the ring topology. The analytical results are

limited to simple geometric and uniform traffic models. A computer program is

developed to analyze the performance of more realistic networks. The computer
results show that the length of a network system is a major factor affecting the cost

of the network. The idea of having a multiply intercormected ring system appears to

be an attractive topology for long distance applications.
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Chapter 1. Overview

The protection of fiber optic communication networks is of increasing

concern because of the widespread use of fiber optic cables for long distance

communications, the extremely high circuit capacity of these cables, and the growing

criticality of reliable communications. The purpose of this thesis is to tackle the

problem of network protection by reviewing the research that has been done, by

investigating alternative network topologies and by using simulation to analyze

different network topologies. The objectives are: to delineate the relationships

between cost, survivability and topology to aid network designers to design

econornical, survivable networks.

1.1 Introduction

Fiber optics technology is widely used in cormnunication, particularly in

telecommunication applications [1]. Optical fiber, having advantages of larger

bandwidth, immunity to electromagnetic interference, lower attenuation loss and

small size, is a suitable candidate as a communication medium in long distance

communication.

Employing optical cables in telecommunication, a large numbers of circuits

can be carried by one cable. A cable cut will definitely result in losing a large

amount of data. Today's telecommunication system supports a large variety of

services, such as video conferencing, stock market exchange, and international
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business. Consider an example of the role of communication in the use of credit

cards. The credit card is recognized as a worldwide "electronic money". Whenever

a card holder uses his or her credit card, credit approval is necessary to verify the

availability of the credit balance. The verification, through the telephone network,

must be fast and accurate. It is impossible to keep customers waiting for a long

period of time in order to have the credit approved. The network should be

operational at all times, if possible. Because of these important services provided by

long distance communication, the reliability and survivability of the

telecommunication network must be assured.

This thesis addresses the problem of how to maintain an operational network

under a faulty condition, specifically an optical cable cut. Our analysis is initiated by

examining some network topologies. Chapter 2 discusses the ways of introducing

protection so that node survivability and link survivability will be enhanced. Chapter

3 discusses three simple network topologies by looking at their physical and logical

connections, and the different routing algorithms associated with each topology.

Chapter 4 contains a theoretical analysis of these different topologies. Link capacity

is formulated. It is observed that, theoretically, the mesh network has the lowest

traffic per link, while the ring network attains the most traffic on each link. In

Chapter 5, interconnected networks will be discussed. A multi-connected ring

network, the toroidal grid network, is proposed and its performance characteristics

are compared to the simple network models mentioned in the previous chapter. A

computer program is written to perform routing analysis and cost calculation. This

program is described in Chapter 6. The codes are attached in appendices. The

computer analysis is run on these interconnected architectures to find the total

traffic capacity and the total network cost per DS3 mile, (where DS3 mile is defined
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to be the product of the traffic with the airline distance between a pair of nodes),

and results are shown in Chapter 6. It is shown that a simple ring with minimum

distance routing without protection has the least cost for the cost model assumed.

Though the grid network costs slightly more than the ring network, the redundancy

it contains provides better survivability. In Chapter 7, the advantages of each

network topology are surnmarized and conclusions are presented.

1.2 Literature Survey

Network survivability is defined to be the ability a network has in

maintaining commur1ications between nodes under failure conditions. In a network

system, failures can be either a node failure, a link failure or both. In this thesis, the
study is focused on catastrophic failures. Node failure refers to the malfunction of a

node; link failure refers to link breakage. We exclude any electronics failure which

would lead to partial link failure. The study focuses on link breakage, e.g. cable

cuts. Under the assumption that the probability of having two links cut at the same

time is very small, i.e. the mean time to failure is much greater than the mean time
to repair, it is of interest to find a redundant structure to minimize or even eliminate

the problem caused by one link breakage.

Researches have been directed towards the problem: how to design an

economical survivable network. Investigations and researche have been carried out

in two major categories:

1. network topology, and

2. traffic routing.

3



1.2.1 Global Network Design

Roohy-Laleh, and E. Ross [2] and E. J. McCarthy, and E. Abdou [3]

proposed approaches to design survivable networks. Laleh and Ross suggested an
algorithm, as shown in Figure 1.1, to design an economical survivable network. The
algorithm essentially consists of two major steps:

a. perform least cost network design, and

b. perform structural and operational survivability enhancements.

The least cost network is obtained by having a minimum spanning tree which
covers all nodes in the network. Rings are then formed on high traffic routes. The

augmentation of rings increases connectivity and provides route diversity. The

algorithm presented in Figure 1.1 is then applied to enhance survivability measures.
The structural survivability is improved by increasing the physical connectivity. The

operational survivability is achieved by using cross-connects and allocatable capacity

in the network. Finally, the algorithm shown in Figure 1.2 is used to perform the

network survivability evaluation.

McCarthy and Abdou [3] proposed a similar approach in survivable network design.

They divide the network into three layers:

1. physical layer,

2. logical layer, and

3. traffic layer.

Survivability enhancement is mainly iterated at the second layer, the logical

layer. Figure 1.3 shows their design approach. A minimum cost network is formed

by connecting nodes to form multiple rings to just meet the minimum connectivity

4
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requirement. At the logical layer, intelligence and digital cross connects are added

to the logical layer to improve survivability. The process is continued at the physical
_ and logical layer until a satisfactory survivability is obtained. Finally, intelligent

switches are incorporated to introduce dynamic routing capability.

1.2.2 Terminal Electronics and System Architecture

Wu, Kolar, H. Cardwell, W. E. Woodall, and F. Habiby [5,6,7,8] attacked the

problems of node failure and link failure. Kerner, Lemberg, and Sirmnons [4] did an

analysis on facility hubbing networks. They found that topologies that minimize

construction costs are the best. System upgrade is more easily achieved if extra

cables are installed during the initial construction stage. The extra cost for

upgrading the system would be spent mostly on terminal electronics rather than

placing extra cables. In a hubbing network, the fiber, electronics and hub costs
dominate cable and placement costs. This implies that redundant hubs for

protection may be an expensive approach to achieving survivable networks. Further

research is needed in the area of reducing the terminal electronics cost.

Wu, Kolar and Cardwell [5,6] studied various approaches to achieving

survivable networks. The approaches considered are protection switching, dual

homing, path rearrangement and a self healing ring. Three types of protection

switching are considered; 1:1 protection, 1:N protection and diverse routing are the

protection schemes used in each case. (See section 2.2 for a discussion of protection

switching). The study was based on link failures, and excluded the possibility of

node failure. Their studies show that the dual homing architecture improves

network survivability but requires a significant increase in cost. The single homing
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architecture with either 1:1 or 1:N diverse routing protection provides excellent

survivability against link failure. Adding spare capacity for path rearrangement is
possible in the future when the cost for optical cables is lower. Finally, they

proposed a possible architecture that combines a self healing ring with 1:1

automatic protection switching (APS) for terminals. A self healing ring

configuration is used to provide fiber cable protection while the automatic

protection switching protects against terminal failures. This combination may

significantly reduce cost and optimize network survivability,

To reduce the network cost and increase survivability, Wu, H. Cardwell, and

Woodall [7] suggest using optical switches to combine 1:1 fiber diverse protection

and 1:N electronics protection. The basic motivation is to use electronics switching
for terminal protection, and optical switching for fiber cable protection. The

proposed architecture is shown in Figure 1.4a for an example of three working

fibers. The automatic protection switch protects one working fiber and three

working terminals; while the 1x2 mechanical optical switches provide 1:1 protection

on the other working fibers. In this architecture, there are significant savings of

electronics costs relative to full 1:1 protection. However, this architecture has a

problem in that the protection can only be on either the terminal or the fiber.

Referring to the example shown in Figure 1.4a, the APS switches the operation to

the diverse protection fiber-1 if working terminal-2 or working terminal-3

malfunctions. In this situation, a cable cut at working fiber-1 will not be restored

because the diverse protection fiber-1 has already been occupied. To solve this

problem, Wu and Habiby [8] made an adjustment to their architecture. The new

architecture is shown in Figure 1.4b. This requires more switches and more logic,

but completely separates the terminal electronics and the fiber protection.

9
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Numerical analysis is performed to compare these architectures: photonic switching

architecture, the 1:N protection, 1:N diverse protection, and 1:1 diverse protection.

Wu and Habiby found that the survivability of the 1:1 photonic switching

architecture is the same as the 1:1 diverse routing, but better than the 1:N diverse

protection. The photonic switching architecture shows a significant saving over the

1:1 diverse protection architecture with the same survivability. As a result, they

concluded that the photonic switching architecture achieves a more economical

survivable network.

In May, 1989, J.R. Davis presented a method of building survivable networks

at the Eastern Communication Forum in Washington, D.C. [9]. He considered

diverse routing and re-routing via digital cross-connect systems to be the network

restoration scheme. He performed a case study of a 4 node network using a digital

cross connect system and 1x1 diverse routing, respectively. His results showed that a

lightwave system with diverse routing is the most effective for high interoffice

demand; re-routing via digital cross-connects system is suitable for large systems,

longer interoffice distance, and highly connected networks. In terms of cost

measures, ring networks are economical in symmetrical demand distribution, but

lightwave electronics and fiber costs increase when demands become asymmetrically

distributed.

1.2.3 Traffic Routing

Re-routing traffic through other existing paths is another means of providing

network protection. There are many routing algorithms that attempt to make the

network operate more efficiently. A popular proposed routing scheme is dynamic
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routing. Dynamic routing means the routing path from one node to another node

will be time dependent, i.e. there is not a fixed routing path between a given pair of

nodes [11]. Each time a call is initiated, the routing table is updated to maintain

link statistics, for example: operability and percentage of loading. Whether or not

the attempt of accessing a link is successful, the result will be recorded for future

reference. This information helps shorten the set up time for the next call. Since

less time will be wasted in path searching, the message will not suffer a long waiting
time for delivery. The advantages of having dynamic routing are prevention of
traffic contention, quickest delivery of message and fault-tolerance. Meketon and
Topkis [13] considered an adaptive routing scheme, basically applying the dynamic

routing concept, for damaged networks. The routing table is frequently updated

whenever a call is requested. The information is kept regardless of whether or not

the call is successful. The routing table then keeps the statistics of probability of

successful attempts for each link. The entries in the table are reordered; the link

with highest probability of success is listed at the top. When a call is initiated, the

network manager looks up the routing table and picks the link at the top entry of the

table for the first attempt. This routing technique guarantees a quick delivery of the

message.

Wu and Cardwell [12] found that the hubbing routing strategy is a good

approximation of an optimum routing. They performed an experiment using an

integer programming approach. The result also showed that a combination of mesh

and hub topologies seems to be a good alternative for heavily loaded networks.

The current literature shows that self-healing rings, diverse routing, and

digital cross-connect systems are attractive alternatives in survivable network design.

As shown by previous research, terminal electronics and fiber cables are better
12



protected by 1:N protection and 1:1 diverse routing protection respectively. Most of

these studies consider the problem of how best to achieve protection given a

physical network topology. This thesis considers the comparison of various

topologies, both the parameters and methodology for making the comparison, and

the results of the comparison. We believe that the selection of network topology

significantly affects the survivability of the network as well as the total cost.

13



Chapter 2. Network Suwivability

System protection can be achieved by providing redundancy. Redundancy

refers to installing extra equipment modules in the system. Whenever a fault is
detected, the spare equipment module of the faulty module takes over the operation

so that the whole system functions normally. Definitions are needed to clarify the

terminology we will use throughout the thesis.

2.1 Survivability Definitions

The network is a group of nodes that are tied together such that each node

can communicate with every other node through charmels. Network survivability is
defined to be the system's ability to maintain a certain amount of traffic under a

failure condition. Throughout our study, the faulty condition considered is that of a
single cable cut. A network generally consists of nodes and communication links.

Nodes are stations or terminals that make up the communication equipment, e.g.

transmitter, receiver, and multiplexer. A link is defined as a physical connection
between a pair of nodes. Traffic refers to the amount of information (number of

circuits) to be transmitted from one node to another. Throughout our study, these

terms, traffic and circuits, are used interchangeable. Since our study is primarily

directed towards long distance high capacity digital networks, we will generally

express the number of circuits as multiples of the DS3. The DS3 is a 44.736 Mb/s

digital stream that supports 672 64 kbit/s voice channels.

14



Network survivability consists of node survivability and lir1k survivability.

Node survivability refers to the system's ability to maintain a minimum specified

communication capacity between all pairs of nodes, excluding the failed node, in the

presence of a node failure. Link survivability, on the other hand, is defined to be
the system capability in maintaining a minimum specified communication capacity

in the presence of a link failure, typically a cable cut. In a communication network,

the necessary condition to achieve node survivability is that there is no common

intermediate node on all paths joining two terrninating nodes; the necessary

condition for link survivability is to have at least two links connect to each node.

Survivability, therefore, requires intelligence within the nodes to re-configure

routing, as well as increased connectivity for link survivability. There are several

ways to achieve node survivability and link survivability. The following section

describes a common practice of protection: automatic protection switching.

2.2 Network Protection

The basic elements involved in a protection system are protection switches

and protection cables and devices. 1:N protection used with automatic protection

switches is a common protection strategy. The idea of 1:N protection is to provide

one set of protection equipment for N sets of working equipment. The protection

equipment will be used with the system if any one of the N operating sets

malfunctions. Use of 1:N protection is an economical approach to provide

protection if N> >1. A system will have perfect survivability if N=1; i.e. every

15
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device or communication link has one standby module to tolerate the possibility of

failure. However, the network implementation cost will be doubled in the 1:1
protection plan. Usually, 1:1 protection is used on important nodes, for instance
hub nodes, and some heavily loaded cables. Figure 2.1a shows an example of 1:N
protection of fiber cables. There is a possible problem associated with link

protection; the protection optical fibers may be cut if they are located next to or

near the operating cables. To eliminate the possibility of cutting the operating

cables and protection cables at the same time, the protection cables may be installed

on another path removed from the operating one. This kind of protection is called

diverse protection. The protection runs on a diverse path rather than the original

path. Figure 2.1b is an example of 1:N diverse cable protection. The automatic

protection switch is a device at the terminal that intelligently switches the

connections of the operating system to the protection system when a fault is
detected. Figure 2.1c shows an example of 1:N protection with automatic protection
switches. There is only one set of a protection cable and terminal protecting the N

sets of operating equipment. Note that 1:N (N> 1) protection is effective in the case
of isolated failures, e.g. electronics failure or selective fading in radio systems.
However, it is not suitable to protect against massive failure, e.g. the cut of a cable
containing many fibers. Description of a telephone trunking network in England
using 1:N protection system with automatic protection switches is described by M. J.
Schickner [14].

17



Chapter 3. Simple Network Topologies

Given a set of nodes, there are many ways to interconnect the nodes, forming

a network, such that each node can communicate with all other nodes. The easiest

way of forming a network is to set up direct paths between all pairs of nodes. This

kind of connection provides point-to-point communication capability which in turn

minimizes delays of message transmission. Intelligence is not required in the

terminal electronics. However, as the number of nodes becomes larger and larger,

it is extremely costly to arrange nodes in a fully connected fashion. The basic

problem we are facing is how to connect all the nodes in an economical way that

maintains satisfactory performance. The network topology categorizes the ways in

which the network is intercormected. There are several basic topologies that have

been standardized and used as a guideline in designing networks. The network

topologies that have been widely used are the bus, ring, mesh and star topologies.

The logical configuration of these topologies are shown in Figure 3.1, 3.2, and 3.5,

respectively.

The bus topology is one of the common network topologies and is used

widely in local computer systems because of the ease of installation, simple

operation, and allowable power budget. Shown in Figure 3.1, is a dual bus

architecture. The data buses are the backbone network to which individual

terminals tap onto. In the dual bus shown in Figure 3.1, one of the data buses is

used for transmission while the other one is used to receive. Nodes or stations are

18
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tapped onto the bus in order to access the data. A common example of a bus

topology is Ethernet. Ethernet is a bus network based on the IEEE standard,

ANSI/IEEE 802.4 token passing bus [15]. The Ethernet is commonly implemented
in local area networks with coaxial cables as the communication medium. The
Ethernet can support typically up to 1024 stations which is sufficient for most local
area networks. In a fiber optic communication system, optical tap, splitters and

couplers are the devices that enable stations to access a data bus. Though fiber

cables have low power attenuation, the principal component of loss in a distribution

network is the splitter loss. Unfortunately, lightwave systems can not accommodate

as large a power loss as coaxial cables. This is because the transmitter power is

limited and the receiver noise is very high due to quantum noise. Consequently, an
optical bus will only support a small number of nodes or stations. As a result, a bus

topology is generally inappropriate for an optical communication system. We will

not consider the bus topology further in our study.

There is a topology in which data passes through and is regenerated in the

station, rather than using passive taps. Although this is sometimes called a bus, we

will consider such architectures under the category of ring. For example, the

QPSX/DQDB [19] is an implementation of the dual bus architecture; in fact, the

network is logically operated as an opened-end ring.

In the rest of this chapter, three basic network topologies will be considered

for fiber optic systems. They are the ring, star and mesh topologies. Besides

describing the physical and logical connections of each topology, routing algorithms

will also be discussed.

20



3.1 Ring Topology

The ring topology has received considerable attention recently. In 1985, an

IEEE comrnittee standardized this topology, ANSI/IEEE 802.5, "The Token Ring

Access Method and Physical Layer Specification" [16]. Many local area networks

have been built based on this token passing standard. For example, the TDM ring

campus size network described by W. Reedy [10] is a ring implementation. The

TDM ring incorporates a dual counter-rotating ring structure to provide fault-

tolerance. The detection of fault and re-configuration of routing is achieved by

software. Recently, another standard has been developed specifically for a fiber

optics network, the Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI). FDDI is a fault

tolerant dual ring system which operates at 100 Mb/s [18].

3.1.1 Logical Connection

Nodes in a ring network are linearly interconnected. Starting with one node,

successive nodes are then connected until the last one is cormected back to the

beginning node; thus nodes are connected together to form a closed loop. Figure

3.2 shows an example of an eight node ring network. A ring network does not need

to be physically connected like a ring. For example, a network that is physically

connected as a star, but logically behaves like a ring, is shown in Figure 3.3.

A simple ring network transmits in one direction, i.e. it is a unidirectional

system. The arrows in Figure 3.2 show the direction of transmission. Using graph

theory terminology, every node in a ring network has a link connectivity of one.

This means that any single link cut will not partition the ring system. By having the

capability of transmitting messages in either direction, full connectivity of the nodes
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Figure 3.2. Ring Topology
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may be obtained in the presence of a single link cut. A bidirectional ring system can
be implemented by installing another loop which carries traffic in the opposite

direction. Each node in a ring network is connected to two nodes. In the

bidirectional situation, the ring is also called "self-healing" because the ring can

maintain communication capability even though a transmission link is cut. Nodes in

a dual ring system can transmit in either direction; when a link is cut, nodes can

transmit in the other direction to maintain full interconnection capability. Figure

3.4 illustrates the concept of self-healing. The "self-healing ring" is also called the

counter rotating ring.

3.1.2 Transmission Methods

There are three types of routing algorithms associated with a ring. The
equipment used for inserting and removing the message onto and off from the data

stream is called an add and drop multiplexer. The first routing algorithm to be
discussed is the conventional full ring routing algorithm, while the second one is the

reception removal ring routing. Finally, the minimum distance ring routing

algorithm in a bidirectional ring will be presented.

3.1.2.1 Conventional Full Ring Routing Algorithm

The ring is unidirectional in nature, and a message is sent from one node to

another node sequentially in order to have traffic routed to the intended receiving

node. Each node is equipped with a transmitter and receiver pair. Conventional

full ring routing requires the transmitted traffic to be routed not only to the

receiving node but to traverse the entire ring and route back to the sending node as
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well. The traffic is stripped off at the sending node. This routing scheme provides

both broadcasting and verification capabilities. The broadcasting capability is

inherent since each message passes through all nodes. Verification of correctness is

performed by matching the received message with the original information at the

sending node. If a mismatch is found, the message may be re-transmitted.

3.1.2.2 Reception Removal Ring Routing

In this approach, rather than allowing traffic to return to the sender, the

traffic is stripped off at the receiver. Consequently, on average traffic only traverses

half of the ring. This routing algorithm eliminates the broadcasting capability. Also

not all nodes have access to the message and this may provide some increased

security. However, verification of data cannot be performed by matching

techniques, and error checking codes would be used to enhance data correctness.

Thus a reverse channel is needed to request re-transmission. Although some

operational advantages are lost, there is more efficient utilization of the ring.

3.1.2.3 Minimum Distance Ring Routing

The third routing algorithm, "Mir1imum Distance Routing," requires

bidirectional transmission on the ring. This can be achieved by either deploying a

duplex fiber or a pair of fibers that carry traffic in opposite directions. This

algorithm makes use of the advantage of the duplex system. Every node in the

system has two directions available to send its message to the destination. Referring

to Figure 3.2b, the selected direction can be either clockwise or counter-clockwise.
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There will be a different propagation delay for these two directions of transmission.
The routing algorithm directs traffic through the shortest path. Add and drop

multiplexers may also used in this configuration. Whenever a station is ready to
transmit, it needs to determine the shortest path from itself to the destination. This
can be done by either using a table look-up method or employing a network

manager. In the network development stage, the shortest path and other

alternatives can be predetermined and stored in the terminal memory. When a
transmission is requested, the available path can be immediately set up. A network
manager is a software package that monitors the traffic on the network. A request

for transmission is sent to the network manager; the network manager then

determines the shortest available path and routes the traffic through that path. As
the routing requires dynamic determination of a transmission path, intelligence must
be implemented in the terminals of each station.

3.2 Star Topology

The star topology is also called a hubbing topology. The hubbing network

utilizes the concept of centralization and hierarchy. Generally speaking, a hubbing

network is a hierarchical network with a tree-like structure. An example of a

hubbing network is shown in Figure 3.5a. There is a central element, called the hub,

to which all nodes are connected. This configuration is vulnerable to hub failure

which will result in disabling the whole system. Each link consists of a pair of fibers,

one for transmission and the other for receiving. Thus, two pairs of transmitters and

receivers are needed for each station, one at the station, and one at the hub. At the

hub, a digital cross-cormect switching system is used to handle the routing.
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3.2.1 Hubbing Routing Algorithm

The routing strategy is simple in the hubbing topology. The hub acts as a

bridge since every node is connected to the hub. Whenever a node wants to

transmit, the information is sent to the hub. After receiving all the messages, the

hub multiplexes, regroups and transmits the message to their respective location.

The hub behaves like a changing station in an airline system. A passenger flies from

Roanoke to Washington D.C. in order to board another flight to go to Toronto, for

example. Another passenger flies from Chicago to Washington D.C in order to

board the plane to Toronto, too. Both the passengers come from different locations,

but board the same plane at Washington D.C to go to Toronto. The airport at

Washington D.C. is a hub for passenger interchange. Conventional long distance

telecommunications networks make extensive use of hubbing.

3.3 Mesh Topology

The mesh topology is an unconstrained network topology; it can either be

fully interconnected or partial interconnected. There are not rules or guidelines

governing the formation of a mesh network. The connectivity of the network is

greater than unity, since nodes are usually comiected to more than one node. The

idea of multi-connection is to provide alternatives in making routing decisions.

Traffic routing is flexible, and can be either dynamic or static. The advantages of

having a highly connected network are ease of re-routing, increased survivability,

shortest delay time, and low traffic loading on each link. The existence of alternate

paths provides choices for the network manager or even network operators to re-

route traffic in case of disaster. An intelligent network manager, a software

package, can attain high network efficiency by routing traffic using extra capacity
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available on other paths. In this case, the operation of the network will not be

affected by an outage, except to have an increased contention and longer

propagation delay time.

There are different routing algorithms suitable for mesh network routing.

The one that we will discuss is called minimum distance routing algorithm.

3.3.1 Minimum Distance Routing Algorithm

Minimum distance routing is a simple, dynamic routing technique. The goal

is to find the shortest path from a source to the destination. The shortest physical

path generally results in the shortest delay and sometimes the lowest cost. To take

advantage of the economics of high capacity systems, misrouting over longer paths

can often result in lower cost. To implement this routing scheme, a technique called

flood routing finds the shortest path between sending node and receiving node. This

routing is implemented in software.

The flooding algorithm is a software algorithm that attempts to find the

shortest path. The software builds the network configuration in computer memory.

Starting from the source, the message being transmitted is duplicated and sent onto

all the outgoing links from the source. After the first propagation, the message will

be duplicated again and passed onto all the outgoing links of the nodes that have

just been reached. A record containing nodes that have been traversed and their

relative distances from the source, is examined to prevent the message from looping

back to a node that has already been visited. The process is continued until the

destination is reached and the relative distance is the shortest compared to all the

other paths. A routing table is set up using this algorithm to predefine all paths
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between nodes pairs. However, this algorithm actually can be operated in real time

to set up communication paths. The operation is costly and inefficient because of
the duplication of traffic at each intermediate node. Many redundant message

packets are reproduced to transmit one packet to the destination.

In the next chapter, the properties of these basic topologies are analyzed and

compared for the case of nodes equally spaced on a circle with equal traffic

requirements between all pairs of nodes.
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Chapter 4. Comparison of Simple Topologies

Cost and performance are the major factors determining what kind of
network should be selected. For example, a token bus system is widely used for
local area networks, not only because of the ease of implementation, but also the
simple electronics used to access the bus. Nevertheless, a bus system is not
appropriate in optical communication and wide area networking. Network

topologies relate the amount of cables and the capacity per link to the network cost,
which is a major concern in our analysis. Link capacity, i.e. the number of circuits
that are routed on links, is a useful parameter to estimate both the network
performance and the network cost. The network topology determines the length of

the links and directly influences the link capacity. Consequently, it is useful to

compare some basic topologies in order to discover the advantages and

disadvantages of those topologies.

4.1 Analysis of Topologies

Consider the simplest case in which nodes are uniformly distributed on a
circle with radius r. The nodes are interconnected in either a ring, hubbing, or mesh

configuration as shown in Figure 3.2, 3.5a, 3.5b, respectively. Suppose that there

exists uniform traffic demand, taken to be unity, between each pair of nodes. In
other words, two units of traffic will be transmitted and received for each node pair.

For a network with n nodes, there exists n(n-1) traffic units to be routed within the
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network. Following the routing algorithms outlined for each network topology, the

link capacity for each topology is formulated in this chapter. A term , circuit

mileage, is introduced for network comparison. Circuit mileage is the sum of the

capacity-distance product for each link.

4.1.1 Hubbing Topology

Every node in the hubbing topology is directly connected to the hub. The

communication link between the hub and the node is the only possible path for

forwarding and receiving the message. It is necessary to determine the link capacity

so as to find the circuit mileage.

Refer to Figure 3.5a, and consider the node with label #1 as a reference
node. The link from node #1 to the hub, link #1, is the only path for node #1 to

communicate to the others nodes. Node #1 is required to send one ur1it of traffic to
all the other nodes, therefore (n-1) units of traffic are sent on lir1k #1. Since node

#1 will receive one unit of traffic from every pairs of nodes, node #1 will then

receive (n—1) traffic units. As a result, there will be 2(n-1) traffic units on the link.

By symmetry, each link will have 2(n-1) traffic units. The length of a link is r,

therefore the total length of cable in this network is nr, and the total circuit mileage

becomes 2n(n-1)r.

4.1.2 Mesh Topology

The mesh topology considered here is a fully interconnected topology.

Bidirected links are set up for each traffic pair. The mesh network has n(n-1)/2
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links. Each traffic unit can be directly delivered to the destination through a

directed path, so that there is no intermediate node along the routing path.

Consequently, each directed link will have 2 units of traffic, one for transmission,

one for receiving. The length of each directed path is different. The length of a

link, d„y(y>x), is equal to 2rsin[11(y—x)/n]. The total length is found by summing the

series.
n—l n

Total Length = 2rsi11 (%(y·x))° ° „
x=1
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Since we have 2 units of traffic on eacl1 link, the circuit mileage of the system then

becomes 4Tll2/ll.
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4.1.3 Ring Topology

Nodes in the ring topology are interconnected one after the other, thus
forming a loop. Topologically, there are n links in the network. The length of each

link is a chord of the circle, which is equal to rsin(2rr/n). The length of each link is

approximately equal to 2nr/n for large n. Therefore, the total length of the links is

approximately equal to the circumference of the circle, 2nr.

The routing algorithm determines the link capacity. There are three routing

algorithms that can be used in the ring topology. Using the conventional full ring

routing algorithm, every unit of traffic put on the ring is circulated around the full

ring. Traffic is removed when it returns to the sender. Thus, the traffic capacity per

link becomes n(n-1). The circuit rnileage will then be 2rrrn(n—1).

In "reception removal ring routing", the traffic message will be stripped off at
the receiving station. Let us examine the number of paths that will pass through the

link between node #1 and node #2. The analysis is carried out by assuming that

each node transmits to all nodes successively. In Figure 4.1, node #1 is transmitting.

Since all traffic must go through the link in question, the number of paths passing

through it will be the maximum, n-1. If node #2 is the only node transmitting, no

traffic can pass the link between itself and node #1. Furthermore, we let node #(n —

1) and node #n transmit individually, the paths go through the links are n-3 and n-2

respectively. From these observations, we can generalize that the total paths that

will pass through the link between node #1 and node #2 when all nodes are

simultaneously transmitting is an arithmetic series:

Link capacity = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + + n-2 + n-1 [4.2]
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The sum of the series is equal to n(n-1)/2 which is half that using conventional full

ring routing method. The circuit mileage will then be rrrn(n-1).

Minimum distance routing employs bidirectional transmission. Referring to

Figure 4.2, the nodes are equally distributed on a circle. Assume that the number of

nodes is odd; there are then (n-1)/2 nodes on either side of the circle. Since all

nodes are uniformly located on a 211 circle, we can use angle cx to locate nodes. The

first node is labelled '0', the second node is labelled 211/n, the third one is labelled

2(21r /n), and so on. The last node will have an angle representation of (11-1)(2n/n).

By symmetry, the link capacity for each link is the same. Consider the traffic carried ·

on the link from cz = 211/n to a = 0 in Figure 4.2. The traffic on the link can

originate no further away than cx = (Zn/n)(n-1)/2. For traffic originating at cx =

(2rr/n)(n—3)/2, there are two paths through the link in question; one is terminated at

ot = 0, and the other one is terminated ata = -211/n. Generalizing this observation,

for traffic originating at cx = (2rr/n)(n-(2m-1))/2, there are m paths through the link

fromot = 211/n toa = 0. Thus the number of paths through the link is given by

.

2
Traffic per link =

mm=l

1) y
JL-}- [4.3]

8 . .

Similarly, the number of paths through the link ot = 0 to 01 = 211/11 is also

equal to (nz-1)/8. Thereforc, the total number of paths through this link is (nz-1)/4.

By symmetry, all links have a capacity of (112 -l)/4. The analysis above is for the
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case of odd n. When n is even, an ambiguity occurs in routing the traffic. The

sending node can either transmit messages clockwise or counter-clockwise assuming

that the distance of the routes are the same. The ambiguity is resolved by routing

traffic in the clockwise direction. Assume at first that no traffic is sent to the node

having an ambiguity in the routing path. The link capacity is then equal to [(n—1)Z -
1]/4. Following the routing algorithm, every node sends messages in the clockwise

i
direction to the node whose shortest path cannot be determined. The path will

traverse half the circle. The additional n units of traffic will distributed on either

side of the circle. As a result, the link capacity per link in case of a system of even

number of nodes will be:

Traffic per link = B} [4.4]

These two expressions differ very slightly. Therefore, the circle mileage of a

minimum distance routing is generalized to (nz -1)(nr)/2. _

4.2 Comparison

Table 4.1 sumrnarizes the results of the analysis of the uniformly distributed

topologies. lt is observed that the circuit mileage of each topology has the sarne

functional form, rnz. Figure 4.3 is a plot of the circuit mileage as the number of

nodes increases. lt is observed that the ring topology has the largest traffic per link

and circuit mileage of the group, while the mesh topology has the lowest circuit

mileage. However, the ring topology requires considerably fewer links than the

mesh topology. The hubbing topology, provide a good compromise between the

ring and the mesh topologies and is widely being used in telecommunications.
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The ring topology has several important advantages. The length of total

cables required is the mir1imum. The minimized cable plant is a major factor to

reduce network cost. It is known that the length of optical cables is a significant cost

determinant in long distance optical communication networks owing to the high cost

of obtaining right-of-way for cable replacement. In addition, the intelligence of each

node is very simple; each node receives the traffic and re-transmits it if itself is not

the destination. The self healing feature provided by a ring makes it easier to obtain

survivability than in the other topologies. However, each link must handle a huge

amount of traffic and communication will suffer longer delays. The minimum

distance routing ring is attractive because the link capacity is reduced by a factor of

4 relative to the conventional full ring routing. The link capacity, in a ring system,

needs to be doubled to achieve survivability. The heavy loading of traffic per link

may become very impractical when the number of nodes is very large, or when there

is very high total capacity on the network. For example, a single ring is unlikely to
be practical for a nationwide telecommunications network, although it may be

extremely attractive for local networks.

The mesh network has a high degree of connectivity. The huge number of

links required makes the mesh network unattractive from a network cost

consideration perspective. Survivability may be achieved in a mesh network by

using dynamic routing techniques. Dynamic re-routing of traffic requires

intelligence to be implemented at the nodes, and extra link capacity as well.

However, owing to the multiplicity of alternate paths, the incremental link capacity

is the lowest in mesh topology.
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The hubbing network topology provides a good compromise between the

mesh and the ring topologies. The hubbing topology is widely used in

telecomrnunication because of the aggregation of traffic at the hub (switch). The

hub is capable of combining many small capacity signals into a single higher capacity

signal, for example from DS1 to DS3. The idea of combining small capacity signals

to form larger capacity signal makes use of the large bandwidth of optical fiber. If

directed paths are set up between offices that have small traffic exchange, a large

portion of the capacity of an optical cable will be wasted. The hubs are employed as

a gateway in inter-network cormections. However, the network service is vulnerable

to hub failure. Also, any cable cut will partition the affected node from the system.

Multiple hubs are required to achieve survivability.

It is desired to build a network topology that combines the advantages of the
ring, mesh and hub topologies, but avoids their major disadvantages. Examples of

intercormected networks are considered in the next chapter.
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Table 4.1. Comparison Of Hub, Mesh and Ring Topologies ·

Hub Mesh Ring
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Chapter 5. Interconnected Networks

A large scale network, for example the long distance telecommunications

networks, involves a large number of nodes. It is essential to modularize the system

for several reasons, for example to make it easy to manage, install, plan, and identify

a fault. The simple network topologies that have been discussed have problems

when the number of nodes becomes very large. The link capacity in a ring system is

very large, and a survivable ring network will be costly because of doubling the

amount of cable for protection. For a mesh topology, the total number and length

of links are large, and the node intelligence to achieve survivability will be costly.

For a hubbing system, the hubs are required to handle very large traffic as a large

number of nodes are attached to the hub; the system can easily become inoperable

if the hub fails. Consequently, a modularized network is desired both from cost and

operational standpoints. Examples of such modular interconnected networks will be

discussed in this chapter.

5.1 Hierarchical Hubbing

Hubbing networks are widely used in telecommunications systems. A large

scale hubbing system is divided into levels to facilitate network management. The

least important nodes are arranged in the lowest level usually called clusters. Hubs

function as a collection point for these nodes. Hubs are also called gateways for

these clusters. Gateways are then interconnected to form a higher degree of
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connected network. Traffic from nodes located in the lower level must be routed

through a gateway in order to transmit to another cluster. Traffic between gateways

is much heavier than intra-cluster traffic and can therefore take advantage of the
cost benefits of high capacity transmission systems. In a hierarchical network, the
nodes are arranged in a tree-like form. Figure 5.1a shows a typical hierarchical

hubbing network. The traffic becomes heavier while traversing to an upper level in

the hierarchical network. The high capacity advantage of optical fibers is fully

utilized in this network. Unfortunately, the network is not survivable if a hub fails

or a link is cut. The nodes in the left portion cannot communicate to the nodes in

the right portion, as shown in Figure 5.1a, if the hub or a link at the highest level

fails. Although the hierarchical network is a popular network architecture in

telecommunications, the current network design uses a combination of hubbing and

direct routing between high traffic points. The hierarchical hubbing network will

not be discussed further, because of the Vulnerability of the hubs.

5.2 Hub-Ring connected network

Interconnected networks can be formed by possible combinations of hubbing,

ring, or mesh networks. Figure 5.1b shows an example of a hub and ring

combination. The hubbing topology intercormects nodes in clusters. The ring

topology ties all the hubs together. To protect the network, the counter-rotating

rings method is imposed on the ring structure. Considering protection of nodes in

the hubbing clusters, it is desirable to provide alternate paths for each node to

enhance survivability. The following formula depicts the link capacity under the

assumption that uniform traffic (one traffic unit) exists between all traffic pairs.
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Let m = number ofhubs
k = number of offices attached to one hub
R(m,k) = capacity per link in the ring
H(m,k) = capacity per link in the hub-office pair

H(m,k) = 2 ( m(k+ 1) -1)

[for m = odd]

R(m’k) =
Q1; (k+1)2 [for m = even]

Total Capacity = k H(m,k) + m R(m,k) [5.1]

A problem with a hub-ring network is that the hub portion will require extra

hubs, as well as fibers, for protection. The protection method used for the ring

portion is achieved by doubling the cable plant. As a result, protection is costly

which makes this arrangement not appropriate for an economical survivable

network.

The hub-ring configuration is practically implemented in local area networks.

The question concerned is to find a topology that will be suitable to interconnect all

the hubs, gateways, and important nodes.

5.3 Toroidal Grid Networks '

The grid _network is a common structure used in long-distance

- communication. Basically, it has routes running from north to south, and east to

west spanning the whole system. The routing arbitrarily chooses the shortest,

available route. The traffic distribution in a simple grid network is not symmetrical

in nature. Physically, the link connectivity of nodes is not the same. Iior nodes

U
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located at the corners of the grid, they have only two links directly connected, and
their link connectivity is 2. For nodes located at the edges of the grid, the link

connectivity is 3. For the rest of the nodes within the grid, the connectivity is equal
to 4. In other words, nodes that have higher connectivity have more outgoing links.

The grid network, because of nonsymmetry, is hard to analyze. A toroidal grid

network is introduced and will be discussed in the following. Each node in the
toroidal grid network has the same connectivity. The symmetry provides a
benchmark for comparing less symmetrical topologies.

The toroidal grid network is formed by increasing the connectivity of nodes.

Examples of sixteen node grid, toroidal grid, and modified toroidal grid network are
shown in Figure 5.2. The toroidal grid network we analyzed is different than the
one mentioned by Robertazzi [20]. Consider the example of a sixteen node toroidal

grid network. The original toroidal grid, also shown in Figure 5.2b, has a total of

eight rings within the system. The total length is four times that of a 16 node ring

topology, and twice the length of the modified toroidal grid topology. The original
toroidal gird is expensive because the length of the optical cables is a major cost
factor for the network. The modified toroidal grid network is used in our analysis
and it is named "toroidal grid network" in this thesis.

The toroidal grid network is a multi-connected, intersecting rings network.

Different than the grid network, each node has a connectivity of 4. For a total

number of n=m2 nodes, where m is an even integer, there will be m/2 rings running

vertically, and m/2 rings running horizontally. The direction of traffic is made to be

counter-rotated to minimize message delays. Ideally, the number of links of a

toroidal grid network is twice that of a ring network with the same amount of nodes.
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Intuitively, the degree of survivability offered from an unprotected grid is higher

than a ring because there are more alternate paths.

5.3.1 Routing Method

A toroidal grid network topology is made of intersecting rings. Each node in

a toroidal grid structure has a link connectivity of 4. Each node is located at the
intersection point of two rings. In other words, there are two paths available for

every node. If the sending and receiving nodes are on the same ring, the traffic will
be directly routed on that ring. If they are located on different rings, the traffic
traverses two intersecting rings in order to reach the receiving node. Survivability is
maintained by re-routing traffic. Once a link is cut, the ring which utilizes the
broken link will be out of service. The remaining (m-1) rings need to support the
total traffic load for 100% survivability. The maximum number of rings traversed
will be 3 instead of 2.

Consider an example of a 16 node toroidal grid network as shown in Figure
5.3. There are two vertical rings, V1 and V2, and two horizontal rings, H1 and H2

connecting the nodes. If node #2 wants to comrnunicate with node #4. the traffic

will be circulated in the ring H1 because node #2 and node #4 are on the same ring.

However, if node #2 wants to send a message to node #11, the traffic needs to
traverse two rings. The traffic from node #2 will be put on the data stream of the

ring V1 and down to node #9. At node #9, the traffic will be transferred to another

ring, the ring H2. Following the direction of this horizontal ring, the traffic reaches

node #11 after passing node #10.
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Consider the failure situation. Assume the link between node #2 and node

#3 is broken. Originally, traffic from #2 to #4 is through ring H1. However, the

failure of the lir1k between #2 and #3 takes the ring H1 out of service. As a result,

re-routing should be made for traffic to go from node #2 to #4. The alternate path
will then be from #2 to #9 through #1 and #5 on the ring V1. The traffic is then

transferred to another ring H; in order to reach the destination, node #4. At node

#9, the data stream of H2 carries the traffic to reach node #12. At node #12, the

traffic is again transferred to another ring, V2. Finally, passing through the node #8,

the traffic reaches the destination, node #4.

The following section derives the link capacity of the toroidal grid network

for a full ring routing strategy.

5.3.2 Formulation of Link Capacity with/without Survivability

There are n nodes configured in m rings contributing to a general toroidal

grid network. The total number of links is equal to 2n. Each node has two links

directed into and two outgoing links. The link capacity is formulated as follows for

the case of full ring routing. If the minimum distance routing is employed, we will

have a bidirectional transmission. For minimum distance routing, the link capacity

can ideally be reduced by a factor of four.

Pick node #1 at the corner of the toroidal grid network as a reference node.

The number of nodes that can be reached by one ring is 4m-5 where m is the square

root of n, and m is an even integer to obtain a symmetric network. To reach the

remaining nodes, the traffic must traverse two rings. The number of nodes is
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obtained by subtracting (4m-5) from the total number of nodes, mz, and is found to

be (m-2)z. Assuming unit traffic demand between all pairs of nodes, there will be

n(n-1) pairs of traffic that will be routed within the system. The link capacity is then

formulated to be:
·Z

I
Assumption:

1. The total number of traffic n(u~1) is equally distributed by m rings
2. Two unit of traffic between each pair of nodes
3. Full ring routing strategy
4. The weight of traversing one ring is 1; two rings is 2, and so on.

. (n-1) 4 _ 2(m—2)21, 1< =l... ;¤.5.,,._..Traffic per n m [mz-I mz-1 ]

= m(2mz — 4m + 3) [52]

Z
In case of a cable cut, some traffic will then be required to traverse three

rings instead. Refer to Figure 5.3, and assume the lir1k between node #1 and node

#2 is cut. The number of nodes that only require traversing one ring will be 2m-1;

the number of nodes that require traversing two rings is (m-2)z. The rest of the

nodes that need to traverse three rings will be equal to 2m-4. The expression for

link capacity with survivability imposed is: _

2 Ä
. __n(n—1) 2 2,,,-1 +2(m-2)z +3(2m-4)) +

,,,-2,,;,,,,5 +2(m-2) ),
Tmmc per lmk —

!H·l
[m(mz

- 1 mz - 1 mz - l m mz-l mz-l Z

mz(mz - 1)=;l-2 2 z-5 -22 z-4 3m(m-I)(m2- I)[ m( m )+ (m )( m m + )]

= —m·( Zmz - 4mz + 11m - 15)
‘ [5.3]

ni-l
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The characteristics of the toroidal grid network is summarized in table 5.1.
The ring network is known to have advantages in communication networking. Since

the toroidal grid network is an interconnected rings network, it is necessary to

compare the toroidal network with the ring network to discover whether there is an

advantage of using this interconnected network scheme.

5.3.3 Comparison with Ring Topology

Based on the simple models, the toroidal grid topology has twice the number

of links and is double the length of a ring topology. The circuits per link is a

function of n15 in toroidal routing, and is nz in simple ring routing. Therefore, it is
expected that the toroidal grid network will have a lower cost relative to the ring

network as the number of nodes in the network becomes very large. Figure 5.4 plots
the normalized circuits per link for cases of survivability and without survivability.

The toroidal grid network requires almost one order of magnitude fewer circuits per

link compared to a ring network for n= 100. The circuits per link of the toroidal grid

network is ideally much smaller than the circuits per link of simple ring network.

The means of survivability provided by the toroidal grid is through traffic re-

routing. The additional link circuit capacity to support re-routing is much smaller

than that of a ring system. However, more intelligence is required at the nodes to

take advantage of the multiple alternate routing capability of the system in case of

failure. The ring system requires double the original amount of circuits per link for

full protection.
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The above conclusions are based on uniform traffic and also on

considerations of link capacities. Actual cost models are needed, and evaluation is

required for non·uniform traffic distribution. This is considered in the subsequent

chapters.
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Table 5.1 Characteristic of Toroidal Grid Network

2
Number of Nodes n = m where m = even integer

Number of Links
2n

Circuit Routing 1 or 2 Rings ( Assume no failure)

l 1,2 or 3 Rings (Assume failure)

2
Circuit per Link m(2m -4m+3)

(Without Survivability)
‘

Link Survivability Strategy — eliminate the ring containing
failed link

· traffic re-routing

_ _ _ ni 3 2
Circuit per Link (...i )( 2m - 4m +11m - 16)

in-
(With Survivability)
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Chapter 6. Computer Analysis

Network design usually is divided into two stages: network topology

definition and computer analysis. The purpose of the network topology definition is

to identify a topology that will meet the major requirements of the network. After a

topology has been chosen, this topology should be evaluated more fully before the

network is physically implemented. Computer is a tool which can used to model the

network using programming technique, and to perform the real-time operation such

that the performance of the designed network can be predicted. A computer

program was developed to analyze the routing, link capacity assignment and cost

calculation for the topologies that have been discussed. This will be termed

simulation in the remainder of this chapter. This program utilizes a cost model,

with cost measures taken from a paper by Ira Jacobs [17]. The model represents a

simple communication system with terminals, communication medium and

repeaters. The major factors affecting the cost are the amount of traffic and the

length of the links in the network. In the following sections, the cost model is

described as well as the simulation program. Finally, the simulation is performed on

the toroidal grid network and the ring network under an ideal traffic distribution

situation and a case of random traffic distribution. Several conclusions are drawn

based on these simulation results.
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6.1 Cost Model Analysis

A cost model is developed for a simple communication system. The system is

composed of terminals, fiber optics cables and regenerative repeaters. Optical

cables are the transmission medium throughout our analysis. The fiber material

cost, cable installation cost, terminal electronics cost and repeater cost comprises

the total network cost. The cost for implementing intelligence at each node is not

included in this model.

The assumed bit rate of the transmission system, and the total traffic on each

link determines the number of fibers that must be used on that link. It is assumed

that each fiber operates at a bit rate of 565 Mb/s which corresponds to 12 DS3 ( 1

DS3 equals to 44.736 Mbits/s). For example, if there is a total amount of 25 DS3

traffic demands routed on a directed link, three fibers would be required to handle

this traffic. Thus, there would be capacity for 11 DS3 channels which is not being

used, and this extra capacity could be fully utilized by re-routing the traffic. The

cost of the fiber per mile is taken to be $550. The installation cost is a function of

mileage, but is assumed to be independent of the number of fibers in the cable. The

cost for acquiring right-of-way and digging the ground is constant regardless of the

number of fibers. Splicing cost, however, is proportional to the number of fibers.

The installation cost is taken to be $2000 per mile. The total cost for fiber cables,

including installation and material, depends on the amount of traffic and the length

of links.

Signal repeaters are required to regenerate the optical signal since the signal

attenuates and disperses as it travels along the fiber. The low loss and low

dispersion properties of optical fibers allows a much longer distance between
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repeaters than metallic systems. The repeater distance is the maximum length of a

fiber cable within which the signal is still detectable with a desired error probability.

If the signal travels longer than its threshold distance without strengthening itself by

signal amplifier or regenerators, the signal will be too weak to be detected with

sufficiently low error probability. The repeater distance for fiber is taken to be 28

miles in our model. The longer the total length of the system and the higher the

number of fibers in the cable, the larger the number of repeaters that must be used.

Thus the total cost of repeaters is a function of both the traffic and the length of the

system. The cost of a repeater is taken to be $5000.

The terminal includes transmitters, receivers, multiplexers, switching devices

and all necessary electronics. The function of the terminal is to convert electronic

signals into optical signals and send this converted signal using the transrnitter, and

vice-versa in receiving. The terminal has both fixed (getting started) and variable

cost (depending on the number of DS3 implemented). It was suggested that

different locations may use different equipments to access DS3 traffic; as a result,

the terminal cost is taken as a variable that the user is allowed to change. The fixed

cost is taken as $9000 which represents the total of terminal regenerator cost, and

equipment racks. This amount of fixed cost is the basic cost in making a terminal

regardless of the number of DS3 signals the terminal will access. The variable cost

depends on the number of DS3 accessed. The cost figure is taken to be $1500 per

DS3 accessed. Each terminal is capable of handling 12 DS3 inbound channels and

12 DS3 outbound channels. Unlike the fiber cable cost and the repeater cost which

are distance dependent, the terminal cost depends only on the number of DS3

accessed.
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The total network cost can be formulated as below:

Total Network Cost = Terminal Cost + Repeater Cost

+ Fiber Cost (Include installation and material)

Terminal Cost = $ 9000 / terminal + $ 1500 / DS3

Repeater Cost = $ 5000 / repeater

Number of repeaters = Link Distance / repeater distance

Fiber Cost = Installation Cost + Material Cost

= $ 2000 / mile + $550 / fiber / mile

6.2 Simulation Tool

A package of seven programs were written to perform network simulation.

These programs were written in C, and can be run on an IBM PS/2 Model 30 or

compatibles, using DOS 3.3 or above. The Borland Turbo C compiler was chosen

because of its optimized code generation and short compilation and run time. The

maximum number of nodes that the program can handle is 1000. An experiment

was performed on an example of a 31 node network with 465 traffic pairs. The

experiment was to find a minimum distance path for each traffic pair and calculate

the cost for each path. The run time was 42 minutes when the program ran on an

IBM PS/2 model 50 with an 80286 processor.

In order to run the simulation, only one file project.exe, is needed. The

program is invoked by typing project [enter] at the command level. The program is

very self-explanatory and largely menu—driven. The main menu is shown on the
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screen upon program initiation. The user is prompted to choose one of seven

options available in the main menu. The available options are:

1 CRR
2 CRR/ADM
3 MDR
4 HUB
5 PASSIVE STAR
6 TOROIDAL GRID
7 EXIT

The options represent different routing algorithms; they are conventional

ring routing, reception removal routing, minimum distance routing, hubbing routing,

passive star routing and toroidal grid routing, respectively. The routing algorithms

chosen must match the network configuration. For example, the conventional ring

routing cannot be used in a hubbing configuration; the simulation will terminate

because of the mismatch of network configuration and routing. It is important to

match the network configuration with the routing method. The user is prompted to

enter one input file, and to name the output file after the routing selection. The

input file contains the network geometry, as well as the relative terminal fixed and

variable cost which is dependent upon the equipment used at the different locations.

The format of the input file is described in section 6.2.1. The output file records the

analyzed result of the simulation including a table listing the node numbers and

their locations. A second menu then appears on the screen. The user is then

prompted to pick one of the five options in this menu. The options are for cost

analysis. The available options are:

1 Calculate the total cost of an existing traffic model
2 Calculate one traffic pair: assume no other traffic existing in the network

(3 Calculate one traffic pair: assume some other traffic existing in the network
4 Find the minimum distance route without cost analysis
5 Exit
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Option 2 allows the user to find the cost of the minimum distance path between a

pair of nodes. Option 3 adds flexibility to option 2. The analysis assumes that the

network has already been built and the user is looking for an incremental cost for

routing extra traffic between a pair of nodes. The results from options 2 and 3 are

appended in an output file; the output from option 1 is written to a separate file.

Option 5 brings the user back to the main menu; and the 'EXIT' option in the main

menu halts the program and brings the user back to the system command level.

The program reads in an input file and a routing method. Communication

paths are then set up for routing traffic between requesting nodes. In a complicated

network, there is more than one way to establish a path for a given pair of nodes.

The program finds all possible paths and determines the shortest distance path and

the path with lowest cost. The cost model is then applied to calculate the cost for

setting up a communication path and implementing the network. The following

sections describe the program in detail. The codes of the program are listed in the

appendix for reference. Section 6.2.3 describes the search process.

6.2.1 Input

The input file contains the geometry of the network. The format of the input

must exactly match the specified format. In order to re·construct the network in

memory, information about each node must be known. For example, we need to

know how many links are directed from each node, and the nodes to which those

links connect. This information is sufficient to build the network. This structure is

obtained by breaking the network into a multiple tree structure with each node

being the root of a tree. The root of a tree is called the "parent"; the nodes that
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connect to its outgoing links are called "children". This tree structure facilitates the

path searching process. The links directed from the root are called "children"; the

links directed from "children" are called "grand children", and so on. Simply by

tracing the tree from the top, all paths from the root to the destination can be found

easily. Figure 6.1 is an example of a 4 node mesh network. In Figure 6.1b, the

network is broken into 4 trees. The nodes are labelled from '0' to '3'. Links in the

example are unidirectional or bidirectional, and the arrows in the figure show the

direction of transmission. In order to provide a clear picture of the structure of the

input file, Figure 6.2 shows an example of the 4 node mesh network. The input file

is composed of several blocks of information. Every block of data corresponds to

information on each node, and they are listed sequentially. The first line of a block

gives the name of the labeling node, e.g. station '0' for node #0. The second line is

divided into four fields. The first field holds the number corresponding to the

labeling node. The second data tells the program how many "children" the labeling

node has. The third and the forth data refer to the relative terminal fixed and

variable cost. The number of lines following is determined by the number of

"children" the "parent" has. In the example, the "parent" node, node #0, has two

"children", node #2 and node #3; therefore, there will be two lines of information

given. The information contained in every line is the name of the "child", the

distance from the "parent" to the "child", and the name/type of group that the "child"

belongs to. In a passive star topology, the hub is labelled with 'G' in the data field,

"group". In a mesh topology, like the one shown in the example, the routing is

arbitrary so that all nodes belong to the same group. However, in the case of a

toroidal grid topology, there are four intersecting rings in a 16 node system. The

total number of groups is then 4. The nodes are arranged in an ascending order; so
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after the block of information about node #0 is given, the next block of information

is that of node #1. The same information is required for each of the nodes.

In addition to the network configuration file, another input file is also

required in the cost analysis; the traffic demand file. The traffic demand file

specifies all traffic demands between each pair of nodes. The calculation of the

total network cost is based on the information provided by this file. The input

format is simple in this file. If there are 256 traffic pairs, there will be 256 lines of

information. The information required is the sending node, the receiving node, the

air line distance between the sending and receiving nodes, and the amount of traffic,

in DS3, between them. The following are examples of the traffic demands in the 4

node mesh network.

0,1,100,40
1,2,100,60

The first two entries on each line are the node numbers, the next and the last entries

represents the separation and the amount of traffic between them. Therefore, the

first example shown above indicates that there are 40 DS3 traffic that will be routed

between node #0 and node #1 whose distance apart is equal to 100 miles. The

second example says that node #1 wants to transmit 60 DS3 traffic units to node #2,

and their separation is 100 miles.

6.2.2 Output

The program completes a cost analysis upon the user's selection and the

result is recorded in an output file. The program generates a table showing the
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number and the names of the nodes in the output before any cost analysis. The

result of any cost analysis will be recorded in the output file. Again, another table is

generated. The entries of the table are the location of links, their length in miles,

the amount of traffic each one carries and the cost of establishing the link. Finally,

the sum of each link is reported as well as the normalized network cost of the

system. All this information is written in the output file. The normalized network

cost has two different measures. The first network cost, $/DS3—airline mile, is

defined to be the total network cost divided by the sum of the product of traffic and

the airline distance between each traffic pairs. The second normalized network

cost, $/DS3-actual path distance, is defined to be the total network cost divided by

the sum of the product of traffic and the distance of the routing path.

The program will also produce another output file if the option for

calculating the total network cost is chosen. This output file contains the same

information as the previous one. In addition, a quantity called theoretical network

cost, is calculated. This quantity is found by summing the amount of traffic on all

links. This was the cost measure used in our simple analytical model. Thus, it is

useful as a means of comparing simulation and analysis results. This output file

must also be generated before the analysis of calculating the incremental network

cost.

6.2.3 The Searching Method

The common technique used to find elements from a set of data is the binary

search process. A binary search tree is built to facilitate the searching process. The

tree is called binary because there are only two "children" attached to their "parent".
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In our problem, a "parent" node generally has more than two "children". The binary

search algorithm was modified to perform node searching in our model.

The binary searching algorithm considered is to build a searching tree, then

traverse the tree to search for all the possible solutions. In our problem, the

searching tree would not be completely constructed in an effort to save search time.

As the complexity of the network increases, the computing time increases

exponentially. As mentioned before, the network is divided into several trees with

each node being the "parent". Let us take the 4 node mesh network as an example

to explain the searching algorithm.

Assume that all the possible communication paths between node #1 and

node #0 need to be found. We start the process by putting node #1 at the top; its

"children" are located at the next level. Figure 6.3 is a pictorial representation of the

process. As shown in the figure, node #1 has three children in the first level. One

of its "children" is node #0, which is the receiving node. Therefore, the first path is

found; this is a directed path cormecting node #1 and node #0. Then, consider the

second "child", node #3, of the node #1, this "child" of node #1 is not the receiving

node, so we pull out the sub-tree of node #3 from memory, and attach this tree to

the searching tree which results in a three level searching tree. Again, we exam the

"children" of node #3. The first "child" of node #3 is node #0, which is our

receiving node. As a result, another path between node #1 and node #0 is found.

After considering the first "child" of node #3, we will exam the other child of node

#3, node #1. Since the sending node is node #1 itself, if we expand the searching

tree from node #1 at the second level, we will result in an infinite search.

Consequently, the searching tree expansion is stopped at the second level, and the
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control will be passed back to the previous level, the first level. Two of the

"children" of node #1 have already been explored, the control now turns to the third

"child", the node #2. The tree associated with node #2 is then extracted from

memory and is attached to the searching tree, forming a third level tree again. The

"children" of node #2 are node #0 and node #3. Since node #0 is our receiving

node, another path is detected at this level. The control is now dropped to the

second "child" of node #2. The second "child", node #3, is not the receiving node,

the searching tree is expanded again by attaching the tree associated with node #3

at the second level. Again, the first "child" of node #3 is examined. This "child" is

the receiving node, i.e. another path is found. The next "child" of node #3 is

examined thereafter. Since this "child" is node #1, the sending node, we conclude

that the searching tree cannot be expanded further from this point. The control is

then passed back to the previous level, the third level. The nodes in the third level

have all been examined, the control then passed back to the second level. However,

the node is also exhausted in the second level, the control is then passed to the first

level, which indicates the completion of the searching process.

Throughout the whole process, four paths that allow node #1 and node #0 to

communicate with each other are:

Path #1: 1 - 0
Path#2: 1-3-0
Path#3: 1-2-0
Path#4: 1-2-3-0

This algorithm is capable of finding all possible paths between a given pair of

nodes. In order to implement this algorithm, link lists and pointers are used

extensively. However, the discussion of lir1k lists and pointers is out of the scope of
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this thesis. For further information regarding the binary searching method, see the

reference [21].

6.2.4 Findmin Module

The findmin module searches for the shortest distance path between a pair of

nodes. The searching algorithm described in section 6.2.3 is applied to find all the

possible communication paths.

In order to search for the shortest path, a reference must be set up for

comparison. A dynamic structure is used to build up a path. Two dynamic lists are

used to hold the reference and the searching path. The sending node is the first

element of the searching list. The searching list contains the label of nodes that

exist along the path. Whenever a node is examined, the node will be added to the

end of the searching list. The searching list also has a field storing the distance from

the source to each node along the path. Consider the following example:

1
¤

2 100
¤

250

The traversed path is from node #1 to node #2, then back to node #0 finally. Node

#1 is the sending node, the recorded distance field is equal to zero. The next node

is node #2. The distance between node #1 and node #2 is equal to 100. This

quantity is added to the previous recorded distance field: that results in 100. The

receiving node is node #0 that located at the end of the list. The relative distance is

150 between node #2 and node #0. This quantity is added to the previous recorded
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distance to come up with the actual distance of the routing path, which is equal to

250 in this example.

Figure 6.4 is the flowchart for this module. The sending node, X, and the

receiving node, Y, are passed to this module by the calling module. Using the

searching algorithm, the searching process is carried Out recursively. Since the goal

is to find the shortest path, we are required to examine all possible paths; but it is

not necessary to do so completely. The data in the distance field is a record of the

distance accumulated from the source to the examining node. If the accumulated

distance is larger than the length of the reference path, the path being searched

must be longer than the reference no matter whether the receiving node is found or

not. This criteria shortens the searching time for a factor of 2 by experiment. When

a routing path is found, the path will be compared to the reference to check the

distance. If the distance of the found path is shorter than that of the reference, the

new path is taken to be the reference. If the distances are the same, the one with

the least number of nodes along the path will be the new reference path. The

search and comparison are carried on until all the possible paths are found. The

reference, at the end, is the shortest distance path connecting node X and node Y.

6.2.5 Findall Module

The findall module finds the minimum cost path as well as the minimum

distance path. The algorithm is similar to the findmin module. The difference is the

capability of detecting the minimum cost path and the requirement of searching all

possible paths. Since a long path may cost less than the minimum distance path, the

criteria introduced in the previous section to shorten the searching time needs to be
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modified. Whenever a new path is found, the cost of that path is calculated using

the cost model introduced in section 6.1. The first path found is taken to be the

reference for comparison. Whenever a new path is found, the cost of the new path

will compare to the cost of the reference path. If the cost of the new path is less

than the cost of the reference path, the new path will be taken to be the reference

path. It is suggested that the cost of the path should be kept track whenever a new

node is added to the searching list. The cost of the searching path is compared to

the cost of the reference path. If the cost of the searching path is larger than that of

the reference path, this new path will not be a minimum cost path. Figure 6.5 is the

flowchart showing the algorithm of findall.

6.2.6 Total Network Cost

This module calculates the total network cost based on the length of the links

and the amount of traffic on each link. All the traffic capacity of all links are set to

zero during the initialization. The traffic demands are then read from the traffic

demands file supplied by user.

The module findmin is invoked to find the shortest path between all pairs of

communicating nodes. The program will find a shortest path, and have the shortest

path as a guideline to route the traffic according to the routing method. Different

modules are used to update the amount of DS3 on the links which the routing path

traverses. For example, the module updatecrr will be used for the conventional ring

routing, the upstar module is used with the passive star routing, and the update
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module is applied to minimum distance, hubbing, and reception removal routing.

The update, updatecrr and upstar modules will be discussed further in section 6.2.9.

The process will not stop unless all the traffic demands have been processed. There

are two comparison measures: normalized cost per DS3 per actual path distance

and normalized cost per DS3 per airline distance. The total network is found by

summing cost of all links. The DS3 - airline distance is the product of the amount of

traffic and the air line distance separating two cities. The DS3 - actual path distance

is the product of the amount of traffic and the actual distance of the route. Dividing

the total network cost by the total DS3-miles, normalized cost per DS3 per mile is

found. The flowchart of this module is drawn in Figure 6.6.

6.2.7 Onscreen

The onscreen module finds the shortest path of a pair of nodes and shows the

result on the screen; its flowchart is presented in Figure 6.7.

6.2.8 Runexist

The runexist module calculates the incremental cost of routing extra traffic

demand on an existing network. The module reads an input file which contains the

distribution of all the existing network traffic. This input file is generated by

choosing the option: total network cost, in the second menu. The module reads the

input data file and stores the cost, and length of lir1ks in a table format in memory.

The user is then required to provide the amount of extra traffic between a pair of

nodes, the source and the receiving node, and the length of the air-line separating

distance. The module then calls the findall module to search for the minimum
, 79
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distance path and the minimum cost path. Using the minimum distance path, the

additional traffic amount is be added onto the links along the path. The total

network cost module will then applied to calculate the total network cost. The

result is compared to the original total network cost such that the incremental cost

will be found. Note that this option is only available for minimum distance, and

hubbing routing. The flowchart in Figure 6.8 shows the algorithm that performs this

function.

6.2.9 Update, Updatecrr and Upstar

The update, updatecrr and upstar modules follow the chosen routing

technique to assign traffic to the links. Flowcharts for modules update, updatecrr,

and upstar are shown in Figure 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11 respectively. The update module

is used in the minimum distance routing, hubbing, reception removal routing

algorithms. The amount of traffic will be accumulated to the links that are on the

shortest route.

The updatecrr module is different from the update module. The

conventional full ring routing requires traffic to be circulated around the full ring.

All links will receive the same amount of traffic in the case of simple ring network.

In a multi-comiected system, the shortest path may traverse several different rings.

The shortest path is traced node by node. The first two nodes in the shortest path

indicates the first ring. The updatecrr module then assign the traffic to all links of

the first ring. As we traverse the shortest path, each time a different group is

detected, this module will assign the traffic to all links of the detected group. The

process is completed when the list is exhausted.
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The upstar is used for the passive star routing algorithm. The passive star

routing algorithm accepts message from the sending node and broadcasts the same

message to all the nodes attached to it, including the sending node. In the passive

star network configuration, the passive hub belongs to the group 'G'. The label 'G'

distinguishes passive hubs from common nodes. Starting from the first node on the

shortest path list. The links from nodes to nodes will receive the same amount of

traffic while traversing the shortest path. The identity of group of the nodes, e.g.

group 'index', is recorded. When the traversing hits a passive hub, i.e. the group of

a node is labelled 'G', the module will send the same amount of traffic to all the

nodes attached to the passive hub. The module then passes the passive hub and

carries on traversing the shortest path list. The traffic assigmnent is carried on until

the end of the list.

6.2.10 Main Program

The main program interfaces with the user. Internally, dynamic lists are

initialized when the program starts running. There are three dynamic lists used in

the program. A list, call path list, is used to keep track of a searching path. Nodes

are added and deleted to and from the path list in order to keep track of all the

possible paths. Another list, named minimum distance reference list, is used to hold

a reference path which will be the shortest path during the searching process. The

last one is called the minimum cost reference path. This path holds a path which

possess the least cost among all the examined paths. After the initialization, the

. main menu is printed on the screen, and prompts the user to choose a routing

algorithm. There are seven options available. The options are: conventional ring
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routing, reception removal routing, minimum distance routing, hubbing routing,

passive star routing, toroidal grid routing and 'EXIT'. They are arranged in an

ascending order. Based on the input number, the main program branches to

different modules that handle different routing methods. If the user chooses the

option ‘EXIT', the program releases all the occupied memory, closes all files, and

returns to the operating system. Figure 6.12 is the logic of the main program.

6.2.11 Choice

This module calculates the cost of a link, and supports the cost calculation

for incremental traffic routing. The flowchart in Figure 6.13 depicts the algorithm.

6.2.12 Conventional Ring Routing

The conventional ring routing module calls all the assisted modules to do the

ring routing. This routing supports unidirectional full ring routing, unidirectional

reception removal routing and toroidal grid routing. The unidirectional full ring

routing will have a message sent back to the sending node for completion. The

unidirectional reception removal routing has the message stripped off at the

receiving node. The toroidal grid network is a combination of intersecting

unidirectional reception removal routing rings.

When the module is invoked, an output file poir1ter is obtained from the

system. The second menu is then shown on the screen asking the user to choose the

type of analysis. The available options allow user to calculate several cost options,

and have the routing path shown on the screen. In the case of unidirectional
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reception removal ring routing, the options for performing link cost analysis is

provided. The algorithm of this module is shown in Figure 6.14.

6.2.13 Minimum Distance Routing

The minimum distance routing module performs routing simulation in the

minimum distance routing ring and the hubbing topology. The module calls several

small modules to perform cost analysis. The options available are: calculate the

network cost, link cost, and show the shortest path on screen. The modules involved

are: Total network cost, runexit, onscreen, and choice. These small modules have

all been mentioned in the previous sections. If the 'EXIT' option is chosen, the

program will go back to the previous menu, the main menu. Figure 6.15 shows the

logic of the minimum distance routing module.

6.2.14 Passive Star Routing

The passive star routing module performs the passive star routing method by

calling several modules. The cost analysis provided for the passive star routing is

the calculation of the total network cost. The analysis of link cost is not provided.

The routing path can also be shown on the screen. Th algorithm of the passive star

routing is summarized in Figure 6.16.
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6.3 Results and Observations

A specific 16 city network (see Figure 6.17) is considered as an example. The

ring topology, and the toroidal grid topology are used to connect the 16 cities

together. Note that each of these cities may be a hub (gateway) for many other

cities. We are considering the network mainly at the gateway level. It is assumed

that a hubbing topology is used to comrect nodes to form a cluster with a gateway to

handle inter-cluster traffic. The simulation will only be performed on the ring

topology and the toroidal grid topology that are used to intercormect the hubs.

Figure 6.18 shows the connections and the length of links that result in using

different network topologies.

The ring and the toroidal grid topologies in the simulation model is not the

optimum solution of cormecting the nodes. Since the length of fiber is known to be

a dominant factor in determining network cost, it is desired to have a network which

has the minimum number of links, and also the total length of the links. The

question of how to minimize the length in connecting nodes is a classic problem

known as the "travelling salesman" problem. This question can only be solved by

trial-and-error, and becomes very difficult (although efficient ring algorithms have

been developed) as the number of nodes is very large. In the toroidal grid

topologies, the nodes are interconnected in intersecting rings structure. Minimizing

the length of this network is a much more difficult problem than the single ring

minimization problem. The connection used in the simulation is a choice made by

inspection, not an optimum connection.

The algorithm used in the simulation is different from that used in the

analytical derivation. A full ring routing is used in theoretical derivation to simplify
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the analysis. However, the minimum distance routing is used in the simulation

model to achieve better performance. Traffic is sent onto a ring and transferred to

another ring at the appropriate intersection.

These two network topologies are tested under two cases: uniform traffic

distribution and random traffic distribution. Uniform traffic distribution is an ideal

situation in which we assume each pair of nodes has the same traffic demands. In

reality, traffic distribution varies considerably dependent on population and business

concentrations. (For example, more calls will originate from Washington DC than

from Minneapolis). Two sets of simulation experiments were run. The uniform

traffic case was evaluated as a function of total traffic. Secondly, the traffic was

generated from a random number generator and then scaled to a fixed total traffic.

The results for these two cases: uniform traffic distribution and random traffic

distribution are listed in table 6.1 and 6.2 respectively. Figure 6.19 and 6.20 are

plots of the uniform and random traffic distribution for the ring topology and the

toroidal grid topology and both results are compared in Figure 6.21. Figure 6.22

shows the difference between the total network facility capacity resulting from the

analytical model and from the simulation for the case of uniform traffic distribution.

It is seen from Figure 6.19 and 6.20 that results from random traffic

distribution form a cluster around the uniform traffic distribution curve. Therefore,

it appears that the results from the uniform traffic distribution may serve as a

benchmark for approximate prediction of results for more general networks.

However, the traffic distribution does affect the normalized network cost. It would

be of interest in subsequent studies to more fully investigate how network costs

depend on the distribution of traffic.
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Referring to Figure 6.22, the normalized circuit per link in the analytical full

ring routing model is about a factor of 2.5 larger than that from the simulation

model. The reception removal routing is the routing algorithm actually used on the

toroidal grid. The result from the reception removal ring gives better result than

single ring.

The result from Figure 6.21 shows that the ring topology has a smaller

normalized network cost per DS3 mile than the toroidal grid network for the costs

assumed in our model. Ideally, the toroidal grid should possess lower overall cost

than the ring network. The difference is mainly due to the total link mileage

difference. The link mileage of the toroidal grid network is 8811, and that of the

ring network is 27656. In the analytical result, it was assumed that the total mileage

of the toroidal grid network is double that of the ring network; however, the

difference in the simulation model is a factor of 3.15. It is expected that the toroidal

grid network will be much more economic if the node location and routing are

chosen to more closely approach the theoretical result where the toroidal grid has

twice the length of the ring.

From these figures, the cost per DS3 mile asymptotes when the total traffic

demands becomes large. This indicates that in a long distance high traffic network,

the fiber and regenerator costs (that are distance and capacity dependent) become

the dominant cost elements.

Every node in a toroidal grid network has two links directed in and two links

directed out. Because of the advantage of the increased connectivity relative to a

simple ring, every node has at least two links to send out its message. Thus, the

traffic from a node may be divided equally and sent out through the links directed
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that. For the worst case, if one of the outgoing links of the sending node is cut, half

of the traffic is maintained through another link. As a result, only half the traffic

will be lost due to the cut of a link. In other words, an unprotected toroidal grid

network has a 50% survivability. However, as indicated in Chapter 5, with the

addition of a small amount of spare capacity, and with re-routing capability, 100%

survivability may be achieved.
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Node number Node Name
0 Atlanta

1 Boston

2 Buffalo

A 3 Chicago

4 Cleveland

5 _ Dallas

6 Detriot

7 Indianapolis

8 Los Angeles

9 Miami

10 Minneapolis _

11 New York

I2 San Francisco
13 Seattle

14 Washington
' 15 Portland

Figure 6.18 (cont’d) Node number and Node Name
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Table 6.1 Tl1e Total Network Capacity ällltl tI1e Normalized Network
Cost Result from Si111ulatio11 of a 16 Node Network

Network Full Ring Toroidal Grid

Trallic/DS3 NC/DS3-Mile NC/DS3-Mile Total Capacity
‘ _

_ (Simulation) (Analytical)
l

240 223.69 1024 320.25 ß
480 163.14 2048 232.10 4864
720 146.17 3072 206.10 4864
960 133.06 4096 189.94 ß
1200 129.11 6120 182.71 ß
1440 123.60 6144 , 174.66 ß
1680 121.61 7168 170.70 ß
1920 118.80 8192 167.90 ß
2160 117.68 9216 166.36 21888
2400 116.66 10240 164.30 ß

6 2640 116.74 11264 162.66 ß
2880 113.21 12288 168.96 29184

31211 113-71
133133360112.97 14336 167.94 34048

--5600 ”-TIEF2 ”ES60 157.68 36480
3840 111-.72 16384 166.67 ß

@1 111-31136-3114320
110.94 18432 166.27 ß

4560 110.87 19456 164.83 ~ 46208

4800 110.28 20480 164.61 48640

Note: NC/DS3—Mile = Normalizcd Network Cost per DS3 Mile
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Table 6.2 Result of Normalized Network Cost of 16 Node Networks
With Random Traflie Distribution

Network l’Ul.l. Ri11g Toroidal Grid
”

'1'1·a1‘1ie/1)S3 (NC/l)S3-Mile) (NC/DS3-Mile)

1072 131.48 194.17
1114 . 134.34 197.55

1140 129.54 187.05
1176 131.93 186.53
1210 131.30 188.73

2000 114.03 163.53

2000 129.24 183.36
2000 115.54 164.76

2000 110.59 151.67

2000 120.18 164.92

2338 115.85 163.47
2386 112.99 163.58

2468 115.28 157.50
2520 115.96 165.54
2526 115.87 161.01
3460 115.78 164.92
3480 114.94 157.35
3534 110.20 156.46
3670 112.89 153.43

3836 115.42 158.98

4000 110.66 158.15

4000 116.15 160.34

4000 155.52
4000 113.36 164.40

4000 107.64 151.73

4000 112.25 156.68

4058 113.79 152.00

4192 112.70 158.27

4226 110.36 156.29

4248 114.99 158.84

4824 108.94 157.50
‘

Note: NC/l)S3—l\«1ilc = Normulized Network Cost per l)S3 Mile

”
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Chapter 7. Summary And Conclusions

As fiber optics technology is widely applied in today's telecommunication

industry, it is essential to introduce protection into the communication medium to

maintain a high degree of survivability. A large amount of traffic is presently

carried by fiber cables; a cable cut will result in loss of huge amount of data. It is

necessary to protect fiber cables to improve system survivability. Protection is

achieved by introducing redundancy which is costly. We conduct a study to

delineate the relationships between cost, survivability and topology.

The properties of several simple network topologies have been evaluated.

The bus topology which is cormnonly used in local area network is excluded from

our analysis mainly because of the power budget limitation. The bus topology is

generally unsuitable in fiber optics communication system. The three basic

topologies considered in this thesis are the ring, hub and mesh topologies.

The ring topology has several outstanding advantages. The total length of

cable to connect the nodes is the minimum. In addition, stations attached to the

ring don't require any complex intelligence in traffic routing. The ring topology has

an inherent broadcasting capability when the message is allowed to loop back to the

sending station. The most impressive advantages is the property of self-healing.

The self-healing ring is survivable to a single link or node failure. It is relative easy

to implement and requires little node intelligence. The network re-configures itself

by simply switching the working fiber system and the protection system at the
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stations nearest to the location of cable cut. However, the ring topology suffers a

disadvantage of large capacity per link. Each link in a ring must handle the entire

network traffic. 'This is impractical when the number of nodes in the system is large.

The minimum distance routing ring, a bidirectional transmitting ring with traffic

removal at the receiver, is seen to have a factor of 4 reduction of link capacity

compared to the conventional full ring. Traffic also suffers delay problems,

especially in the self—healing ring configuration. Traffic needs to transverse more

nodes than usual to reach the destination.

The hubbing topology is generally implemented in telecommunication

network. The hubs, at the gateway level, handles all the inter and intra cluster

traffic. Traffic from different central offices arrives at the hub for further

processing. The hub de-multiplexes the incoming traffic, reorganizes the traffic and

sends the re-multiplexed traffic to its respective destination. The hubbing topology

is vulnerable to hub failure. Moreover, in a simple hub topology, nodes that are

cormected to the hub do not have any alternative path for transmission. Once the

link or the hub fails, there would be a partition of the system or a system break

down.

The mesh topology has a high degree of connectivity. The huge number of

links required in a totally interconnected mesh makes the mesh network costly. The

traffic loading per link is much more less than that of the ring. However, the

number of links installed is huge. This is a poor trade to make in a fiber network,

where the fiber has high capacity, but where cable costs are high.

The mesh network utilizes the dynamic routing technique to achieve

survivability. The mesh network requires much less incremental capacity per link
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than the ring and hubbing topologies to obtain perfect survivability. However, the

mesh topology requires complex routing intelligence to obtain survivability.

None of the simple network topologies are suitable, by themselves, for long

distance, large scale networks. Combinations of these network topologies are

required to obtain an attractive, economical, survivable network. A toroidal grid

network is proposed for long distance communication. The toroidal grid can be

considered as multiple connected intersecting rings. The number of links in the

toroidal grid topology is double that in a simple ring structure. The circuit per link

is a function of n1·$, compared to the function nz for a simple ring. The toroidal grid

topology inherits advantages of the mesh topology: low incremental capacity for

survivability, and the ring topology: simple node intelligence.

A sample 16 node network was chosen to simulate the ring topology and the
toroidal grid topology. Simulation result shows that the normalized cost per DS3
per mile exponentially decreases as the total network traffic becomes large. The

fiber cable cost dominates the total cost for a very large total network traffic

enviromnent. The simulated toroidal grid topology using minimum distance routing

technique shows the circuit per link is a factor of 2.5 smaller than the analytical

result derived for full ring routing. However, for the costs assumed, the ring

topology has a smaller normalized cost per DS3 per mile than the toroidal grid

network. The total network length of toroidal network is about a factor of 3.2 of the

ring network. Since network cost is heavily contributed by the cost of fiber cables, it

is expected the ring network, having less total network mileage, performs better

than the toroidal grid network. The result might change if the city locations fall

more closely on a square grid. In that case, the toroidal grid network would have
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twice the length of a ring network. The result also verifies the significant role that

the cable length plays in the cost model.

In summary, network cost depends mostly on the total length of the network.

The ring topology that does not require a lot of links and advantages in their self-

healing features become a more attractive choice in long distance

telecommunication network, although for many practical reasons, multiple

connected rings are likely to remain more attractive than a single nationwide ring.

L
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* This program reads in an input file which contains the link *
* information of a network. It, then, read in another file *
* that contains all the demand pairs of nodes. The output are *
* directed to two files. One of these, the link file, contains*
* the shorstest path for each pair of demand pair; the otherone*
* the output file, contains the accumulated DS3 of each link *
#include <stdio.h>
#include <alloc.h>
#include <graphics.h>
#define maxchar 80

typedef struct city2 { int name; long float dist; char group;
struct cityl *next;

} arecord ;
typedef struct cityl { int name,n_attach; long float fixcost,

varcost; struct city2 *next[20]7
} brecord 7

typedef struct visit { int name; char groupl;
long float dist;
struct visit *prev, *next;

} crecord ;
struct linkinfo { int name; long float dist, ds3; };
struct link { int attach; struct linkinfo inform[20]; };
struct nodename { char name[80]; };

* Global Variables Declaration
*

* head, tail , newlist, endlist : list holding search paths *
* cheadl, ctaill, chead2, ctail2: list holding path of ** minimum cost *
* s[] = link information

*
* n[] = link's data: ds3 carried, distance *
* filename = character array dedicated to filename *
* nnode = number of nodes

*
* numlink = number of links in the network *
* mcostl, mcost2

*
* mdrcost1,mdrcost2 = holds different minimum cost values*

i
crecord *head,*tail,*newlist,*endlist,*chead1,

*ctail1,*chead2,*ctail2;
brecord s[100];
struct link node[100];
struct nodename n[100];
char filename[80];
int nnode, numlink;
long float mcost1,mcost2,mdrcost1,mdrcost2,scale;
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/* Subroutine Section */

MENU : Main

menucharmenu(void)
{ char d;

int a;
do {

clrscr();
printf(" Menu \n");
printf("==========\n");
printf("(1) CRR\n");
printf("(2) CRR/ADM\n");
printf("(3) MDR\n");
printf("(4) HUB\n");
printf("(5) PASSIVE STAR \n");
printf("(6) TOROIDAL GRID\n");

printf("(7) Exit\n");
printf("Enter choice: ");
}

while ( ( (a=d=getch()) != '1') && (d != '2') && (d != '3')
&&

(d !='4') && ( d != '5' ) &&
( d != '6' ) && ( d != '7' ) && ( a != 3 ) );

printf("%c“,d);
return(d);

mini-menuchar
xmenu( void )

{ char d; int ar
do {
clrscr();
printf(" Menu \n");
printf("==========\n“);
printf("(1) Calculate total cost of the network with given");
printf(" traffic demnads\n"); traffic demand\n");
printf("(2) One traffic pair zassume that there is no

traffic");
printf(" exist in the network\n");
printf("(3) One traffic pair zassume that the network

carried");
printf(" some traffic\n");
printf("(4) Print the minimum distance route without cost");
printf(" analysis\n");

116printf("(5) Exit\n");
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printf("Enter Choice: "); }
&&whi1e ( ( (a=d=getch()) != '1') && ( d != '2') && ( d !='3' )

(d != '4') && (d != '5') && (a != 3) );
printf("%c\n",d);
return(d);

}

* Branch to different topologies according to user choice *
void branch( choice )
char choice;
{

switch(choice) {
case '1' : crr(choice); break;
case '2' : crr(choice); break;
case '3' : mdr(choice); break;
case '4' : mdr(choice); break;
case '5' : pstar(choice); break;
case '6' : crr('2'); break;

case '7' : break;
}

}

/* Main program */

main()
{ char choice;

clrscr(); scale = 1000.0;
head = malloc(sizeof(crecord)); /* allocate memory */
newlist = malloc(sizeof(crecord)); /* blocks holding*/
cheadl = malloc(sizeof(crecord)); /* information by */cheadz = malloc(sizeof(crecord)); /* list */choice = menu();
while (choice != '6')

{ branch(choice);
choice = menu();

};
}
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CRR — subroutine to handle passive counter—rotating ring*
* routing of ringsnetwork#include

<stdio.h>
#define MDR1 "MDR1"
#define MDR2 "MDR2"
#define MCR1 "MCRl"
#define MCR2 "MCR2"

Globaldeclarationtypedef

struct city2 { int name; long float dist; char group;
struct cityl *next;

} arecord;
typedef struct cityl { int name,n_attach;

long float fixcost,varcost;
arecord *next[20];

} brecord;
typedef struct visit { int name; char groupl;

long float dist;
struct visit *prev,*next;

} crecord;

struct linkinfo { int name; long float dist,ds3; char group; };
struct link { int attach;

struct linkinfo inform[20]; };

Global Variables
*

* *
* head, tail : head and tail of the working list *
* newlist, endlist : head and tail of the list which holds *
* the minimum distance routing path *
* costhead, costtail : head and tail of the list that holds *
* the minimum cost path *
* filename : file name

*
* node : an array storing links *
* mdrcost1,mdrcost2,

*
* mcostl, mcost2 : variables hold the cost of the minimum *
* distance paths and the minimu cost of all*
* the paths

*
* numlink : number of link *
* nnode : number of

nodesexterncrecord *head,*tail,*newlist,*endlist,*chead1,*ctail1,
*chead2, *ctail2;

extern brecord s[100];
extern char filename[80]; 118extern struct link node[100];



extern long float mdrcostl,mdrcost2,mcost1,mcost2;
extern int numlink,nnode*

Adm — find the minimum cost path, mimimum *
* distance path etc. *

void choice( char c , FILE * ofp2 , char d)
{ int x,y;

long float air,ds3;

mcostl = 0.0; mcost2 = 0.0;
mdrcostl = 0.0; mdrcost2 = 0.0;
printf("\nEnter source, destination, air—line mile and

DS3\n");
scanf("%d,%d,%lf,%lf",&x,&y,&air,&ds3);
heading(c,ofp2);
frame(ofp2);
initlist(x);
if (x != y )

{ findall(x,y,ds3,air,0.0,d,1,ofp2);
final(MDR1,newlist,endlist,mdrcost1,ofp2);

final(MDR2,newlist,endlist,mdrcost2,ofp2);
final(MCRl,cheadl,ctail1,mcost1,ofp2);
final(MCR2,chead2,ctail2,mcost2,ofp2);

}
else fprintf(ofp2,"Source %5d = Destination %5d! \n",x,y);
release(newlist,endlist);
release(chead1,ctail1);
release(chead2,ctail2);

}

* Counter-Rotating Ring Routing *

void crr( char c )

{ char d;
FILE *ofp2;

ofp2 = getoutptr();
do {_
d = xmenu();

„ switch (d) {
case '1': numlink = setup( nnode );

pexit(c,nnode);
printf("Done. Press a key ....\n"); getch();
break;

case '2': switch(c) {
case '1' : printf("\nNot available\n");

printf("Done. Press a key .\n"); 119getch()7



break;
case '2' : choice(c,ofp2,d);

printf("Done. Press a key .\n");
getch();
break;
}

break;
case '3': switch(c) {

case 'l' : printf("\nNot available\n");
printf("Done. Press a key .\n");
getch();
break;

case '2' : runexist(numlink,d,ofp2);
printf("Done. Press a key .\n");
getch();
break;
}

break;
case '4': onscreen( c );

printf("Done. Press a key ....\n"); getch();
break;

case '5': fclose(ofp2); break;
default : break;

}
}
while ( d!='5' );

}

* SWAP — swap e contes of inputs
*

/
th t

*********************************************************voi swap in * a in *
'd ( ' t ' t b )

/

{ int temp ;
I

temp = *b;
Jzb = ska;

*a = temp;
}

* Update module for counter-rotating ring *
*

— the list holds the path of which the source node and ** destination *
* node are at the beginning and the end of the list. *
*

— the number of ds3 will be added to the link which is *
* located along the routing path *
**********************************************.«***************/void updatecrr( long float ds3 , crecord * listhead )
{ int a, b, c, e, f, g, bnode;

char index;
crecord *x;
x = listhead; 120



bnode = x->name;
while ( x->next != NULL )

{ x = x->next;
f = a = bnode;
g = b = x—>name;
if ( f > g ) swap(&f,&g);

assign1( 1 , ds3 , f, g, x->group1 );
index = x—>group1 7

while ( b != bnode )
{
for ( c=O; s[b].next[c]->group != index ; c++ );
f = a = b;

g = b = s[a].next[c]—>name;
if ( f > g ) swap(&f,&g);
assignl ( 1, ds3, f, g, x—>group1 );

};
while (( x->next != NULL) && (x—>group1 == index ))

x = x->next;
if ( x != NULL ) bnode = x->name;}7

}
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MDR - subroutine to initialize the minimum distance *
* searching

routine.#include<stdio.h>
#define MDR1 "MDR1"
#define MDR2 "MDR2"
#define MCRl "MCR1"
#define MCR2 "MCR2"

Globaldeclarationtypedef

struct city2 { int name; long float dist; char group;
struct cityl *next;

} arecord;
typedef struct cityl { int name,n_attach;

long float fixcost,varcost;
arecord *next[20];

} brecord;
typedef struct visit { int name; char groupl;

long float dist;
struct visit *prev,*next;

} crecord;
struct linkinfo { int name; long float dist,ds3; char group; };
struct link { int attach;

struct linkinfo inform[20]; };

Global Variables *
* *
* head, tail : head and tail of the working list *
* newlist, endlist : head and tail of the list which holds*
* the minimum distance routing path *
* costhead, costtail : head and tail of the list that holds*

* the minimum cost path *
* filename : file name *
* node : an array storing links

extern crecord *head,*tail,*newlist,*endlist,*chead1,*ctail1,
*chead2,*ctail2;

extern brecord s[100];
extern char filename[80];
extern struct link node[100];
extern long float mdrcost1,mdrcost2,mcost1,mcost2;
extern int numlink, nnode

Minimum distance routing algorithm

122void mdr( char c )



{ char d;
int x,y;
long float air,ds3;
FILE *ofp2;

ofp2 = getoutptr();
do {
d = xmenu();
switch (d) {

case '1': numlink = setup( nnode );
pexit(c,nnode);
printf("Done. Press a key ... \n"); getch();
break;

case '2': choice( c, ofp2, d);
mcostl = 0.0; mcost2 = 0.0;
mdrcostl = 0.0; mdrcost2 = 0.0;
printf("\nEnter source, destination, air—line mile");
printf(" and DS3 \n");
scanf("%d,%d,%lf,%lf",&x,&y,&air,&ds3);
heading(c,ofp2);
frame(ofp2);
initlist(x);
if ( x != y )

{ findall(x,y,ds3,air,0.0,d,1,ofp2);
final(MDR1,newlist,endlist,mdrcost1,ofp2);
final(MDR2,newlist,endlist,mdrcost2,ofp2)7
final(MCR1,cheadl,ctail1,mcost1,ofp2);
final(MCR2,chead2,ctail2,mcost2,ofp2);

}
else fprintf(ofp2,"Source %5d = Destination %5d! \n",x„y>r
release(newlist,endlist)7
release(chead1,ctail1);
release(chead2,ctail2);
printf("Done. Press a key ... \n"); getch();
break;

case '3': runexist(numlink,d,ofp2);
ärin;f("Done. Press a key ... \n"); getch();

rea ;
case '4': onscreen ( c );

printf("Done. Press a key ... \n"); getch();
break;

case '5': fclose(ofp2); break;
default : break;

}
}

while ( d != '5' );
}
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STAR - subroutine to handle passive star routing of a *
* single starnetwork#include

<stdio.h>

Globaldeclarationtypedef

struct city2 { int name; long float dist; char group;
struct cityl *next;

} arecord;
typedef struct cityl { int name,n_attach;

long float fixcost,varcost;
arecord *next[20];

} brecord;
typedef struct visit { int name; char groupl;

long float dist;
struct visit *prev,*next;

} crecord;
struct linkinfo { int name; long float dist,ds3; };
struct link { int attach;

struct linkinfo inform[20]; };

Global Variables *
* *
* head, tail : head and tail of the working list *
* newlist, endlist : head and tail of the list which holds the *
* minimum distance routing path *
* costhead, costtail : head and tail of the list that holds the *
* minimum cost path

*
* filename : file name

*
* node : an array storing links

*
* mdrcost1,mdrcost2: variables hold cost of the minimum distance*
* routing based on different cost measurement*
* mcostl, mcost2 : variables hold the mimimum cost *
* numlink : number of links *
* nnode : number of

nodesexterncrecord *head,*tail,*newlist,*endlist,*chead1,*ctail1,
*chead2,*ctail2;

extern char filename[80];
extern struct link node[100];
extern long float mdrcost1,mdrcost2,mcost1,mcost2;
extern int numlink, nnode

Passive StarRoutingvoid

pstar( char c )
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{ char d;
long float air,ds3;
int x,y;
FILE *ofp27
ofp2 = getoutptr();
do {
d = xmenu()7
switch (d) {
case '1': numlink = setup( nnode );

pexit(c,nnode);
printf("Done. Press a key ....\n")7 getch()7
break;

case '2': printf(“\nNot available\n")7
printf("Done. Press a key ....\n"); getch();
break;

case '3': printf("\nNot available\n");
printf("Done. Press a key ....\¤"); getch();
break;

case '4': onscreen( c ) 7
printf("Dohe... press a key .... \n"); getch();
break;

case '5': fclose(ofp2); break;
default : break;

}
}
while ( d!='5' )7

}
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Subprogram:UTIL1#include

<stdio.h>
#include <alloc.h>
#define MDR "MDR"
#define MCR "MCR"
#define maxchar 80

typedef struct city2 { int name; long float dist; char group;
struct cityl *next;

} arecord ;
typedef struct cityl { int name,n_attach;

long float fixcost,varcost;
struct city2 *next[20];

} brecord ;
typedef struct visit ( int name 7 char groupl;

long float dist;
struct visit *prev, *next7

} crecord ;
typedef struct nodename { char name[80]7 } nname 7

Global Variables *
* *
* head, tail : list that holds the tracing of the minimum *
* distance path *
* newlist, endlist: an updated list *,
* cheadl, ctaill : a list that holds the minimum cost *
* path/criteria 1 *
* cheadl, ctail2 : a list that holds the minimum cost *
* path/criteria 2 *
* s[100] : an array information of link, and nodes *
* n[100] : an information database *
* filename[80] : a file name *
* nnode : number of nodes

*
* numlink : number of links

*
* mcostl, mcost2 : minimum of cost / criteria 1 and 2 *
* mdrcost1,mdrcost2 : cost of minimum distance path /criteria** 1 an 2 *
* scale : an constant of 1000

*
extern crecord *head,*tail,*newlist,*endlist,*chead1,*ctail1,

*chead2,*ctail2;
extern brecord s[100]7
extern nname n[100];
extern char filename[80]7
extern int nnode, numlink;
extern long float mcost1,mcost2,mdrcost1,mdrcost2,scale;
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/* Subroutine Section */

/ . . . .
* This routine reads an input file and constructs a tree—like *
* data structure to hold the link information. *
* Inputs : link file *
* Outputs: nnode = num of nodes *
* s = an tree—like array holding link information *

int input( FILE * fp FILE * ofp2 )
{ int a=O, b, no;

I

arecord *x;

fprintf(ofp2," Node No. Node Name \n");
do

{ fscanf(fp,"%d,",&(no));
fgets(n[no].name,maxchar,fp);
fprintf(ofp2,"%10d%20s",no,n[no].name);
fscanf(fp,"%d,%d,%lf,%lf",&(s[a].name),&(s[a].n_attach),

&(s[a].fixcost),&(s[a].varcost) );
for ( b=0; b<s[a].n_attach; b++)

{ x = malloc(sizeof(arecord));
fscanf(fp,"%d,%lf,%c",&(x—>name),&(x—>dist),

&(X—>qr¤up)):
s[a].next[b] = x;
s[a].next[b]->next = &s[x—>name] ;

} ;
a++;

}
while ( getc(fp) != EOF );
fprintf(ofp2,"\n");
return(a);

}

* Initialize the head and tail of a list which will hold the ** nodes *
* Input, Output : xhead = head of a list *
* name = the name element of the head of the list *
void initialize(crecord * xhead, int name )
{

xhead->name = name;
xhead—>dist = O;
xhead->group1 = 'B';
xhead->prev = xhead—>next = NULL;

}
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An routine (short-hand) : to initialize the lists: *
* a. head

*
* b. newlist

** c. cheadl *
* d.chead2void

initlist(int name )
{

initialize(head,name);
tail = head;
initialize(newlist,name);
endlist = newlist;
initialize(chead1,name);
ctaill = cheadl;
initialize(chead2,name);
ctail2 = chead2;

Add an item to the end of a list *
* Input, Output : xhead = head of a list *
* xtail = end of a list

*
* name = the name element of the head of the list *
* dist = relative separation between the present *
* node and the previous node *
* return value : address of the

tailcrecord*add(crecord * xhead , crecord * xtail , int name ,
long float dist , char g )

{
crecord *a;
a = malloc (sizeof(crecord));
if (xhead == xtail)

{ xhead—>next = a;
a->prev = xhead; }

else { xtail->next = a;
a—>prev = xtail; };

a->name = name;
a—>dist = dist;
a->group1 = g;
a—>next = NULL;
return(a);

}
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* Delete an item from the list
*

* Input, Output : xtail = end of a list *
* Return value : address of the tail *
*****************************************************************crecord *drop(crecord * xtail)
{

crecord *a;
a =xtail->prev;
a->next = NULL;
free(xtail);
return(a);

}

* Search through the list, try to find a match of name to the ** list's elements *
* Input, Output : xhead = head of a list *
* Return value : 0 = a hit *
* 1 = no hit *
int search(crecord * xhead , int name , char gp )
{

int b=2, a;
crecord *p;
p = xhead;
while (b == 2)

{ if ((p—>name == name) && (p->group1 == gp) ) b=O;
else { if (p->next == NULL)

b = 1;
else { p = p->next;

b = 2;
};

};
);

return(b);
}

* Copy the content of list (xhead) to another list (xnetlist). *
* Input, Output : xhead = head of a list *
* xnewlist = head of another list *
* Return value : address of the last item of the end of *
*

xnewlistcrecord*copy(crecord * xhead , crecord * xnewlist)
{

crecord *p,*q,*r;
xnewlist->name = xhead->name;
xnewlist—>dist = xhead—>dist; 129xnewlist->prev = xhead—>prev7



r = xhead->next;
p = xnewlist;
while ( r != NULL)

{ q = malloc(sizeof(crecord));
p->next = q;
q->prev = p;
q—>name = r->name;
q->dist = r->dist;
q->group1 = r->group1;
P = Q?
r = r->next;
};

p->next = NULL;
return(p);

Release a list, free the memory occupied by the list *
* Input, Output : listhead = head of a list *
* listtail = head of anotherlistvoid

release(crecord * listhead , crecord * listtail)

{ if ( listhead != listtail )
do

listtail = drop(listtail);
while ( listtail != listhead );

Count the number of items in a list *
* Input, Output : xhead = head of a list *
* Return : number of items in alistint

num( crecord * xhead)
{ int a=O;

crecord *x;
x = xhead;
while (x != NULL)

{ a++; x = x—>next;
};

return(a);

Keep track of the minimum cost based on the definition of *
* DS3mile.void

track ( long float * totall, long float * total2 )
{

long float templ = mcostl , temp2 = *total1 ; 130



crecord *p, *q;
int a=l 7

p = cheadl; q = ctaill;
while ( a <=2 )

{ if ( templ < 1 )
{ templ = temp2 ;

q = ¤¤py<head,p>: }
else { if ( temp2 < temp1 )

{ temp1 = temp2;
release(p,q);
q = ¤¤py(head,p): }:

};

if ( a == 1) { mcost1 = temp1;
cheadl = p; ctaill = q;
templ = mcost2; temp2 = *total2;
p = chead2; q = ctail2; }

else { mcost2 = templ;
chead2 = p; ctailz = q; };

a++;
};

}

* Subroutine to write the path, cost, total distance, DS3 *
* of the MDR path and the MCR path. *
void final( char title[] , crecord * xlist , crecord * elist ,

long float xcost , FILE * ofp2 )
{ crecord *p;

fprintf(ofp2,"\n");
fprintf(ofp2,"%3s",title);
fprintf(ofp2," (%d,%d): ",xlist—>name,elist->name);
fprintf(ofp2,"Dist =%5.0f miles ",elist—>dist);
fprintf(ofp2,"Cost/DS3—mile = %10.2f\n",xcost);
fprintf(ofp2,"%20s%6s\n","Path","Num(group)");
fprintf(ofp2,"%24s\n","Node name");
p = xlist;
while (p!=NULL)

{ fprintf(ofp2,"%20s%6d%24s"," ",p—>name,n[p~>name].name);
p = p->next; };

fprintf(ofp2,"\n");
}
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update the list to hold the MDR path list *
* Output : totall

*
* total2 = comparisonconstantvoid

exchange ( long float tcostl , long float tcost2 ){
endlist = copy(head,newlist);
mdrcostl = tcostl; mdrcostz = tcostz;
tail = drop(tail):

Cost analysis : subroutine handles the cost analysis for *
*findallvoid

ancost ( long float air , long float ds3 ,
long float ttc ,FILE * ofp2 ,long float * tcostl ,
long float * tcost2, char d, int dir)

{ long float dump1,dump2, tcost, temp;

head->group1 = head—>next—>group1;
fixlist(head,tail);
pathcost(head,ds3,dir,&tcost);
dumpl = air * ds3;
dump2 = tail—>dist * ds3;
switch (d) {
case '2': *tcost1 = tcost/dumpl; *tcost2 = tcost/dump2;

track(tcost1,tcost2);
break;

case '3': newcost(head,ds3,&temp):
*tcost2 = ( temp — ttc ) / scale ;
*tcost1 = ttc / scale;
break;

}
outoption(ofp2,*tcost1,*tcost2)7

Find all the possible paths between a pair of nodes *
* Input, Output : x = source

** y = destination *
* ofp2 = filepointervoid

findall( int x , int y , long float ds3 , long float air ,
long float ttc , char d , int dir , FILE * ofp2)

{ int a, b;
long float mile, tcostl, tcost2;

132for (a=O; a< s[x].n_attach ; a++)



{
if (search(head,s[x].next[a]—>name,s[x].next[a]—>group) !=0 ){

mile = tail->dist + s[x].next[a]—>dist ;
b = s[x].next[a]->name;

tail = add(head,tail,b,mile,s[x].next[a]->group)7
if (b == Y)
{ ancost( air,ds3,ttc,ofp2,&tcost1,&tcost2,d,dir)7

if (endlist—>dist == 0)
{ exchange(tcost1,tcost2); }

else { if (tail->dist < endlist->dist)
{ release(newlist,endlist);

exchange(tcost1,tcost2)7
}

else { if (tail->dist == endlist->dist)
{ if ( num(head) < num(newlist) )

{ release(newlist,end1ist);
exchange(tcost1,tcost2)7

}
else tail=drop(tail); }

else tail=drop(tail);
}7

};
}
else { findall(s[x].next[a]->name,y,ds3,air,ttc,d,

dir,ofp2)7
tail = drop(tail);

};
};
};

}

* Find the minimum distance path between a pair of nodes *
* Input, Output : x = source

*
* y = destination

*
* ofp2 = file pointer

*
void findmin(int x , int y )
{ int a , b;

long float mile;
for (a=O7 a< s[x].n attach ; a++)
{ if (search(head,sTx].next[a]—>name,s[x].next[a]—>group) !=O )

{ mile = tail—>dist + s[x].next[a]->dist 7
b = s[x].next[a]->name;
tail = add(head,tail,b,mile,s[x].next[a]—>group)7
if ( (endlist—>dist == O) || (mile <= endlist->dist) )
{ if (s[x].next[a]->name == y)

{ if (endlist—>dist == O)
133{ endlist = copy(head,newlist);



tail = drop(tail); }
else { if (tail—>dist < endlist->dist)

{ release(newlist,endlist);
endlist = copy(head,newlist);
tail = drop(tail); }

else { if (tail->dist == endlist—>dist)
if (num(head) < num(newlist) )

{ release(newlist,endlist);
endlist = copy(head,newlist);
tail = drop(tail); }

else tail = drop(tail);
};

}:
}
else { findmin(s[x].next[a]->name,y);

tail = drop(tail);
};

}
else tail = drop(tail);

}:
};

}
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Subprogram:

UTIL2#include<stdio.h>
#include <alloc.h>
#include <math.h>
#define maxchar 80

typedef struct city2 { int name; long float dist; char group;
struct cityl *next;

} arecord ;
typedef struct cityl { int name,n_attach;

long float fixcost,varcost;
struct city2 *next[20];

) brecord ;
typedef struct visit { int name ; char groupl;

long float dist;
struct visit *prev, *next;

} crecord ;

struct linkinfo { int name; long float dist, ds3; char group; };
struct link { int attach; struct linkinfo inform[20]; };

extern crecord *head,*tail,*newlist,*endlist;
extern brecord s[100];
extern struct link node[100];
extern char filename[80];
extern int numlink;

Wlist - write the contents of a list to afilevoid

wlist ( crecord * listhead , FILE * ofp )
{

crecord *p7
p = listhead;
while (p != NULL)

{ fprintf(ofp,"%3d(%c)“,p->name,p—>group1);
p = p->next;
};

fprintf(ofp,"\n");

Alist - write the contents of a list ontoscreenvoid

alist ( crecord * listhead )
{

crecord *p;
p = listhead;

135while (p != NULL)



{ printf("%3d(%c)",p—>name,p—>group1);
p = p->next7
};

E****************************************************************
* Writelist: write the content of the list, which holds the *
* minimum distance path , to an output file *

void writelist(crecord * listhead , crecord * listtail ,
FILE * ofp , long float ds3)

{
fprintf(ofp,"MDR(%3d,%3d)=",listhead->name,listtail->name);
fprintf(ofp,"%7.0f%5.0f |",listtail->dist,ds3);
wlist(listhead,ofp)7

}

* Setup : incorporate the information from the array s[] into *
* another data structure which is used in calculating *
* the network cost, or cost of a routing path *

int setup( int nnode )
{ int a,b,c,d,e;

int num=O,check;

for (a=O; a< nnode; a++)
node[a].attach = 0;

for (a=O; a< nnode; a++)
{ b = 0;
while ( b < s[a].n_attach)

{ c = s[a].name; d = s[a].next[b]->name;
if ( c > d ) swap(&c,&d);

check = 1;
for ( e=0; (e< node[c].attach) && (check == 1) ; e++)
if ( (node[c].inform[e].name == d) &&

(node[c].inform[e].group == s[a].next[b]->group) )
check = 0;

/* check = O : the nodes pair is already existed */
/* check = 1 : the nodes pair is not existed */

if ( check == 1)
{ e = node[c].attach++;

node[c].inform[e].name = d;
node[c].inform[e].dist = s[a].next[b]->dist;

node[c].inform[e].group = s[a].next[b]—>group;
node[c].inform[e].ds3 = O;
num++;

};
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}:
return(num)7

Assign : add the amount of DS3 to a designated link *
* if there is a case that there are two links existed *
* the algorithm will pick up the one which has less *
* DS3accumulatedvoid

assign ( int dir, long float ds3 , int a , int b )
{ int index[2]7

int e , f = O , min 7

for (e=O; e < node[a].attach; e++ )
if ( node[a].inform[e].name == b ) index[f++] = e;

if ( f == 1 ) min = index[0] ;
else { for ( e=O; e < f-1; e++)

if (node[a].inform[index[e]].ds3 <
node[a].inform[index[e+1]].ds3)

min = index[e];
else min = index[e+1];

}:
node[a].inform[min].ds3 += dir * ds3;

}

/*****************
* Testing *
*****************/void assignl ( int dir, long float ds3 , int a , int b , char gno)
{ int e , f = O ;

for ( e=O ; (e < node[a].attach) && ( f == 0) ; e++)
{ if ((node[a].inform[e].name == b) &&

(node[a].inform[e].group == gno))
{ f = 17

node[a].inform[e].ds3 += dir * ds3;
};

}:

Update — transverse the list which holds the routing path, *
* add the amount of DS3 to the link on thepathvoid

update( long float ds3 , crecord * listhead, int direction )
{ int a, b, e;

crecord *x7
x = listhead;
while ( x—>next != NULL) 137{ a = x->name;



b = x->next->name;
if ( a > b) swap(&a,&b);
assign( direction, ds3 , a , b );
x = x->next;
}:

Upstar - accumulate the number of DS3 on each link in a *
* passive starconfigurationvoid

upstar( long float ds3 , crecord * listhead, int direction )
{ int a, b, c, d, e;

crecord *x;

x = listhead;
while ( x—>next != NULL)

{ a = x->name;
b = x->next->name;
if ( a > b ) swap(&a,&b);
assign( direction, ds3 , a , b );

if (x—>next->group1 == 'G')
{ for (e=0; e < s[b].n_attach; e++ )

{ a = b; c = s[b].next[e]->name;
if ( a > c ) swap(&a,&c);
assign( direction, ds3, a, c);

};
x = x—>next;

};
if (x->next != NULL ) x = x->next;

};

Imod - find the integer part of themoduluslong

float imod ( long float x , long float y )
{

long float b, c;

b = fmod( x,y );
c = ( x - b ) / Y 7
return(c);

Linkcost - calculate the cost of onelinkvoid

linkcost( int x , int y , long float ds3 , long float dist ,

{
long float * tc ) 138



long float xrep;
long float ncable7
long float xa, xb;

*tc = 0.0;
xb = fmod(ds3,12.0); /* remainder */
xa = imod(ds3,12.0)7 /* integer part */
if ( xb < 0.1 )

ncable = xa ;
else ncable = xa + 1 7
*tc += 2000*dist + 550 * ncable * dist;
xrep = imod( dist , 28 )7
*tc += 5000 * xrep

* ncable;
if ( xa > 0.1 )

( *tc += xa * (s[x].fixcost + s[x].varcost *12 );
*tc += s[x].fixcost + xb * s[x].varcost 7
*tc += xa * (s[y].fixcost + s[y].varcost *12 );
*tc += s[y].fixcost + xb * s[y].varcost ;

}
else { *tc += s[x].fixcost + xb * s[x].varcost;

*tc += s[y].fixcost + xb * s[y].varcost;
};

}

* Output - calculate the cost of the whole netwrok and write *
* to a file

*
void output( FILE * ofp2 , int nnode , long float distl ,

long float dist2 )
{ int a,b,x;

long float ttc=0.0, xtc=0.0 , lcost=0.0;

fprintf(ofp2,"%5s%6s%10s\n","City1","City2","Group #");
fpritng(ofp2,"%7s%7s%13s\n", "DS3","Link","Cost");
for (a=0; a< nnode; a++)

{ for (b=0; b< node[a].attach; b++)
{ fprintf(ofp2,"%5d",a)7

x = node[a].inform[b].name;
if ( node[a].inform[b].ds3 == 0)
ttc = 2000* node[a].inform[b].dist + 9000 ;
else linkcost(a,x,node[a].inform[b].ds3,

node[a].inform[b].dist,&ttc)7
lcost += node[a].inform[b].ds3;
fprintf(ofp2,"%5d%7c",x,node[a].inform[b].group);
fprintf(ofp2,"%11.0f",node[a].inform[b].ds3);
fprintf(ofp2,"%7.0f",node[a].inform[b].dist);
fprintf(ofp2,"%15.2f\n",ttc);
xtc += ttc;

}7} 139



fprintf(ofp2,"\nTheoretical network cost = %l5.2f\n",lcost);
fprintf(ofp2,"\nTotal cost = %15.2f\n",xtc);
fprintf(ofp2,"\nTotal cost/ ds3 mile (path distance)= ");
fprintf(ofp2," %15.2f\n",xtc/distl);
fprintf(ofp2,"\nTotal cost/ ds3 mile (air-line dist)= ");
fprintf(ofp2," %15.2f\n",xtc/distz);

}

* pathcost : find the cost of the a path *
void pathcost(crecord * xhead , long float ds3 , int dir ,

long float * total)
{

crecord *p,*q;
long float distance;
long float tcc=0.0;

*total = 0.0;
p = xhead;
q = p->next;
while ( q != NULL )

{ distance = q->dist — p—>dist;
linkcost(p->name,q—>name,ds3,distance,&tcc);
*total += tcc;
P = Q7
q = q->next;

};
}

* pexit — read an input file which stores the DS3 requirement, *
* calculate the cost of the whole network, then write *
* to a file

*
void pexit( char option, int nnode )
{ FILE *ifp,*a;

int x,y;
long float udist,vds3;
long float tdist=0.0,vdist=0.0;

printf("\nEnter a file containing all the traffic demand\n");
scanf("%s",filename);
ifp = fopen (filename,"r+");
printf("\nEnter the file that stores traffic information\n");
printf("Warning: if the file exists, it will be purged..\n");
scanf("%s",filename);
printf("\nThe original contents of %s",filename);
printf(" will be erased !\n");
a = fopen(filename,"w+");

140heading(option,a);



do {
fscanf(ifp,"%d,%d,%lf,%lf",&x,&y,&udist,&vds3);
initlist(x);
switch ( option ) {

case '1' : findmin(x,y);
newlist—>group1 = newlist—>next—>group1;
fixlist(newlist,endlist);
updatecrr(vds3,newlist);
break;

case '2' : findmin(x,y);
newlist—>group1 = newlist->next->group1:
fixlist(newlist,endlist);
update(vds3,newlist,1);
break;

case '3' : findmin(x,y);
newlist—>group1 = newlist->next->group1;
fixlist(newlist,endlist);
update(vds3,newlist,1);
break;

case '4' : findmin(x,y);
newlist->group1 = newlist->next—>group1;
fix1ist(newlist,endlist)7
update(vds3,newlist,1)7
break;

case °5' : findmin(x,y);
newlist->group1 = newlist—>next->group1;
fixlist(newlist,endlist);
upstar(vds3,newlist,1);
break;

}

tdist += endlist—>dist * vds3 ;
vdist += udist * vds3;
release(newlist,endlist); }

while ( getc(ifp) != EOF )7
fclose(ifp);
output(a,nnode,tdist,vdist);
fclose(a);

}
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This subprogram: UTIL3
*

*********************************4****************************# /include <stdio.h>
#include <graphics.h>
#define maxchar 80

typedef struct city2 { int name; long float dist; char group;
struct cityl *next;

} arecord ;
typedef struct cityl { int name,n_attach;

long float fixcost,varcost;
struct city2 *next[20];

} brecord ;
typedef struct visit { int name ; char groupl;

long float dist;
struct visit *prev, *next;

} crecord ;
struct linkinfo { int name; long float dist, ds3; char group; };
struct link { int attach;

struct linkinfo inform[20]; };

extern crecord *head,*tail,*newlist,*endlist;
extern brecord s[100];
extern struct link node[100];
extern char filename[80];
extern int nnode numlink ;
extern long float,mcost1,mcost2,mdrcost1,mcost2;

* Get the name of the existed network-ds3-cost information *
* file, open a pointer for output an undated cost analysis. *
FILE *getoutptr( void )
{

FILE *fp , *ofp;

clrscr();
printf("Warning: Data format should be exactly the ");
printf("same as specified\n");
printf("Unpredicatable result and system halt may result\n");
printf("Please type in network link information file name\n");
scanf("%s" filename);
fp = fopen2filename,"r");
prin;f£"Ple;se type)the output file name\n");
scan %s 1 ename ;
ofp = fopen(filename,"w+");
nnode ?finput(fp, ofp);
fc ose p ;
numlink = setup(nnode);_

142return(ofp),



}*****************************************************
* Frame : write the definition of terms *
void frame( FILE * ofp)
{

fprintf(ofp,"Definition: \n");
fprintf(ofp,"DS3 mile = the summation of DS3 * airlen

mile\n");
fprintf(ofp,"DS3 path mile = the summation of DS3 * actualII);
fprintf(ofp,"lenght of the path \n");
fprintf(ofp,"\nCost 1 = total cost / DS3 mile");
fprintf(ofp,"\nCost 2 = total cost / DS3 path mile");
fprintf(ofp,"\nMDRl = total cost of MDR / DS3 mile");
fprintf(ofp,"\nMDR2 = total cost of MDR / DS3 path mile");
fprintf(ofp,"\nMCR1 = Minimum cost / DS3 mile");
fprintf(ofp,"\nMCR2 = Minimum cost / DS3 path mile\n");
fprintf(ofp,"\nNode(X,Y)= %5s%10s","DIST","Cost 1");
fprintf(ofp,"%10s%7s\n","Cost 2","Path");

}

* This routine constructs the format for output
*

* It shows the source, destination, distance, and the *
* nodes along the path

*
void outoption( FILE * ofp2 , long float tcl , long float tc2 ){

fprintf(ofp2,"FIND(%d,%d)=",head—>name,tail->name);
fprintf(ofp2,"%5.0f",tail—>dist);
fprintf(ofp2,"%10.2f ",tc1);
fprintf(ofp2,"%10.2f |",tc2);
wlist(head,ofp2);

}

* Write the heading of a particular routing algorithm that *
* is in use

*
void heading ( char c , FILE * ofp2 )
{

switch ( c ) {
case '1° : fprintf(ofp2,"Counter-Rotating Ring Routing

\n");
break;

case '2' : fprintf(ofp2,"Counter—Rotating Ring/ADM ");
fprintf(ofp2," or Toroidal Grid Routing\n");
break;

case '3' : fprintf(ofp2,"Minimum Distance Routing \n")Ä3break;



case '4' : fprintf(ofp2,"Hubbing Network Routing\n");
break;

case '5' : fprintf(ofp2,"Passive Star Routing \n");
break;

}
}

* setup the incoming information into data array node *
void tablesetup ( int nl , int n2 , long float ds3 , char g )
{ int x = nl , y = n2 , z, match ;

if ( x > y ) SWap(&X,&y)7
match =0;
for ( z = O; ( z < node[x].attach) && (match == 0); z++)

if ((node[x].inform[z].name == y) &&
(node[x].inform[z].group == g))
( match = 1;
node[x].inform[z].ds3 = ds3;

};
}

* calculate the addition cost to the existed traffic network*
* The cost parameters used are stored in the beginning input*
* network information file.

*
* The new cost is expressed in units of thousand dollars *
**************************************************************/void newcost ( crecord * xhead , long float ds3 ,

long float * xcost )
{ int a, b, x7

long float ycost;

update(ds3,xhead,1);
*xcost = 0.07
for( a=O; a < nnode 7 a++ )

{ for ( b=0; b < node[a].attach ; b++ )
{ x = node[a].inform[b].name;

linkcost(a,x,node[a].inform[b].ds3,
node[a].inform[b].dist,2,&ycost);

*xcost += ycost;
};

};
}

* process the input information and setup the information *
* into data array node.

*
void process ( FILE * ofp5 , FILE * ofp2 , char d ,int numlink )< ¥¤t m·¤# 144int n1,n2, count= 1;



char group;
long float ds3,link;
long float lcost, tc = 0.0;
fgets(filename,maxchar,ofp5); /* skip the first */fgets(filename,maxchar,ofp5); /* two lines */do {

fscanf(ofp5,"%5d",&n1); /* scan the first node*/
fscanf(ofp5,"%5d",&n2); /* scan the second node*/
do {

fscanf(ofp5,"%c",&group); } /* scan the group no */while ( group == ' ');
fscanf(ofp5,"%lf",&ds3); /* scan the num of ds3 */
fscanf(ofp5,"%lf",&link); /* scan the length */
fscanf(ofp5,"%lf",&lcost); /* scan the cost */
tablesetup(n1,n2,ds3,group); /* build memory table */tc += lcost; /* sum the total cost */}

while ( count++ < numlink );
fclose(ofp5);
fprintf(ofp2,"\n0rgcost=original cost/in thousand

dollars\n");
fprintf(ofp2,"Addcost=additional cost/in thousand

dollars\n");
fprintf(ofp2,"\nNode(X,Y)= %5s%10s","DS3","Orcost");
fprintf(ofp2,"%l0s%7s\n","AddCost","Path");
printf("Enter the source, destination, distance and ds3\n");
scanf("%d,%d,%lf,%lf",&nl,&n2,&link,&ds3);
initlist(nl);
findall(n1,n2,ds3,link,tc,d,1,ofp2);
release(newlist,endlist);

}

* Runexist - get the name of the file that contains the ** information of an existed traffic network *
void runexist( int numlink , char option , FILE * ofp2)
{ char c;

FILE *ofp5;

clrscr();
printf("Is the traffic demand file existed\n");
c = getch();
printf("%c\n",c);
if < < C == 'Y') II ( C == 'Y') >{ printf("Please enter the file name that contains

link");
printf(" and cost of an existing traffic.\n");
scanf("%s",filename);
ofp5 = fopen(filename,"r+");

145process( ofp5, ofp2, option , numlink );



}
else { printf("Pease run the option 1 to generate the ");

printf("required file before proceed. \n");
};

FIXLIST — rearrange the list, that holds the routing from *
* source to destination, so that the number of rings ** it transvers isminimumvoid

fixlist ( crecord * xlist , crecord * elist )
{ crecord *p,*q;

int a,b,e,x,y;
int match;

Going in one direction, from the beginning to the end. If *
* there are links which originated from the same source node to*
* the same destination node, pick up the link, if there exists *
* on, which is belonged to the same ring as the previous link ** if there existsone.for

( p = xlist ; p—>next != NULL ; p = p—>next)
{ x = p—>name;
y = p->next—>name 7
match = 07
for (a=O7 (a < s[x].n_attach) && (match == O); a++)

if (s[x].next[a]—>name == y)
if ( s[x].next[a]—>group == p—>group1 )

{ match = 1;
p->next—>group1 = p—>group1;

};
};

perform the same function as the previous block of codes. *
* The direction is reverse in thiscasep

= elist;
q = P7
for ( p = p·>pI€V—>pI€V ; p != NULL ; p = p->prev )

( y = p->next->name;
x = p->name;
match = O;
for (a=0; (a< s[x].n_attach) && (match == O); a++)

if (s[x].next[a]->name == y)
if ( s[x].next[a]—>group == q->group1 )

{ match = 17
p->next->group1 = q—>group1;

}:
q = q—>prev; 146



};
}

* Onscreen - find the minimum distance path for a given pair*
* of traffic nodes, and shows the result onto screen *
void onscreen ( char c )

{ int x,y;
crecord *p;
char last;

printf("Enter the source, destination separated by comma\n");
scanf("%d,%d",&x,&y);
if ( x == y ) printf("Source %d = Destination %d \n");
else { initlist(x);

switch ( c ) {
case '1': findmin(x,y);

newlist->group1 = newlist—>next—>groupl;
fixlist(newlist,endlist);
last = endlist—>group1;
release(newlist,endlist);
initlist(Y);
findmin(y,x);
p = newlist—>next; p—>prev = NULL;
p->group1 = last;
fixlist(p,endlist);
p—>prev = newlist;
break;

case '2': findmin(x,y);
newlist->group1 = newlist—>next—>group1;
fixlist(newlist,endlist);
break;

case '3': findmin(x,y);
newlist->group1 = newlist->next—>group1;
fixlist(newlist,endlist)7
break;

case '4': findmin(x,y);
newlist—>group1 = newlist—>next->group1;
fixlist(newlist,endlist);
break;

case '5': findmin(x,y);
newlist->group1 = newlist->next—>groupl;
fixlist(newlist,endlist);
break;

default : break;
}

release(newlist,endlist);
};
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